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* Macro-injection uses a larger volume of solution

to carry the fungicide into the crown.
15/64" injection size
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A BETTER MYCORRH IZA
MYCORRHIZA INOCULANT

mycorrhizaR0OlS

)

FOR ALL TREES AND SHRUBS
Mycorrhiza spores:

•
•

EctoMycorrhiza
Pisolithus tinctorius
Rhizopogon (cold weather tolerant) four species
EndoMycorrhiza (VAM) seven species
Glomus mosseae
Glomus intraradices
Glomus clarum
Glomus monosporus
Glomus deserticola
Glomus brasilianum

•
•

Gigaspora margarita
ROOTS2' Biostimulant (soluble form)

This 16 ounce bag contains 1,000,000,000 dry spores of Pisolithus
tinctorius and 100,000000 spores of four species of Rhizopogon
(cold resistant EctoMycorrhiza), plus seven species of EndoMycorrhiza (VAM), and the ROOTS2' biostimulant in soluble form.

I
Net 16 ounces

ROats,,,

-

3120 Weatherford Road Independence MO 64055 -(800) 342-6173

L
With Four Species of
Rholzopogon, Cold-Tolerant
Ectomycorrhimza
(Also contains Pisolithus tinctorius and
seven species of VAM)

.RDOtS. 3120Weatherford Road Independence MO 800 342-6173
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Happy Anniversary, TCH
With this issue of Tree Care Industry, NAA, along with stellar support from our readership and advertisers, is celebrating nine years of
service to the industry ... Nine years of a monthly publication that communicates the latest in the field to our treasured members and readers
Nine years of trying to stay on the cutting edge of the field and providing an avenue of sharing information with you that will help you do
your jobs better ... Nine years of an experiment that has proven to be
worthwhile to over 27,000 readers who voluntarily maintain their subscriptions with us ... Nine years of a top-grade publication that also provides
us opportunities to develop new services for our membership... Nine years of building on our past,
while beginning to visualize a new millenium of arboriculture that is just before us.
What does that mean for our readers as we prepare, over the next few months, to close a decade of
publishing a magazine with your best interests at the core? It means that we will continue to look at
developing quality content. We serve to not only bring you information, but also to provide you
outlets in order to share your expertise with fellow arborists. We also hope to provide lead-ins to
topics that may spur some conversation and dialogue within the industry. We plan to remain on the
cutting edge of communication, exploring new delivery mechanisms that meet your needs. Technology is becoming an integral part of our lives, and we need to hear from you about future options
regarding how you would wish to receive your magazine. Would you like to have TCI archived on
our web site and have the option of downloading your subscription? Would you like to be able to
research articles on-line by topic that have been featured in the magazine over the years? How about
being able to refer your customers to articles related to a particular issue for which you are giving
them advice? The options are endless, so let us hear from you about your dreams for TCI.
It is astonishing to think how our businesses have changed, even in the last five years. Not only do
our techniques for safety continue to improve, our professional development criteria continue to be
refined, but our customers are changing too. The technology mentioned above is impacting them.
Many of you now communicate with me via e-mail; offer your newsletters on-line; and have web
sites. Have you gone to e-commerce yet? Do you bill your customers on-line monthly?
Think about the current and future customer. How many of them are already using the yellow pages of their computer to find their service providers instead of the thick book we've all
wrestled with. Then there are the employees. Think about our employees of the next 5-10 years.
They have all been raised in a world where instant availability of information, products and
services is the only thing they know. What is that going to do to customer expectations in an
industry that thrives on word of mouth and customer service? Technology is changing the very
behavioral patterns of the people we serve. Think about the labor shortage we face now. How
will we compete against the draw of the computer and the 'virtual tree," as opposed to attract
Inc, young people who want to work in the real world.
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If TCI were ever a valid source of information and an important link in our communications,
it is now. In this changing world we live in, the effects are coming to our businesses too. After
nine tried-and-true years of development, we have so many topics to explore in the future together, that we will never be short an article for an issue. If you have specific areas you would
like to see us research and produce an article on, don't be bashful. This magazine is for you.

Gregory S. Daniels
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Stamford. Connecticut

Here's to nine years of success and many more of keeping the flow of information, education,
communication and visibility for our profession at everybody's fingertips. Happy Anniversary, TCI!
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Stress: From the Branches
the Roots and Back Again

1:0

By Dr. Phillip M. Wargo

Employee Training:
Is It Worth It?
Dr. Wargo examines the natural and man-made causes
of stress on urban trees.

By Robert Ash

What Is Pollarding?
By Cass Turnbull

* -

On the Cover

0 Outlook

By Cvnthiii Ml'/Ls, CAL'
TCI magazine celebrates nine \ eai of
service to commercial arboriculture.

16 Washington in Review
By Peter Gerstenberger
News from the front lines in
Washington.

0 Industry Almanac

A large oak tree whose roots were buried beneath gravel,
concrete and a cobblestone walk which abutted the base
of the tree just above the root collar. Stress occurred from
damage to the root system (compaction and poor aeration) and pressure from the walk against the butt of the
tree. Photo courtesy of Dr. Phillip Wargo.

Important regional and national
meetings and activities

20 Arborist Equipment
By Gregory P. Good
A new lowering device assists arborists
in rigging limbs for a controlled fall.
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When you need more power and less width
for your stump-cuttingapplications, go with
the right equipment
go with Vermeer
-

Designed for tree and small land-clearing
contractors, the SC505 performs. Whether
you're facing an open field or a tight back
yard, the SC505 has the power, features and
maneuverability to succeed.

A powerful gear-driven cutter wheel, a
towless self-propelled design, turf- friendly
rubber tracks and a 35 (89 cm) width
(in retracted mode) combine to offer a
tough and versatile stump-cutting machine.
The Vermeer SC505
an
innovation in efficiency
and productivity.
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22 Branch Office
By Wayne Outlaw

Use the interview process to uncover
the "real" candidate.

QD Cutting Edge
New products and news in the tree
care industry

QD NAA Forum
News, events, member services and
product developments from the
National Arborist Association.

Public Relations
By Howard Eckel

Why expert tree care may be the last
great bargain in America.

Arbor Net

Pollarding is a form of "pruning art" achieved through species selection, early training and extensive, dedicated annual
maintenance. Pollarding is not the same as tree topping, and
everyone who aspires to be taken seriously as an arborist needs
to be clear on the difference.

Internet listing of tree care
products and services providers

QD Management Exchange
By Kevin E. O'Connor

Enhancing customer service—ten
myths and ten memories.

QD Classifled Advertising
Help wanted, services, businesses,
new and used products for sale

From the Field
By Mark Collins

Tracking the mysterious origins of
"The Thing."

TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest industry news and information on regulations, standards,
practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We
strive to serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others
involved in the care and maintenance of trees. The official
publication of the non-profit National Arborist Association, we
vow to sustain the same uncompromising standards of ex cellence as our members in the field, who adhere to the
highest professional practices worldwide.
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Reach. Grow. Succeed.
\hu depend on your experience, knowledge, and tools to take your business to its most attain-

able height. So reach for a company with the experience to handle your insurance needs.

For years, The Hartfbrcl has helped arbonsts protect their livelihood through an insurance

program designed especially for your industry. Find out why hundreds of arborists

across the country have chosen The Hartford to help them achieve their business goals.

Call your agent today.-

Iro'vt1i. Bring It On.

Endorsed by:
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NATIONAL ARBORIST
ASSOCIATION

\'v.thehartford.corn arbosts

THE
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Photos courtesy of Dr. Phillip Wargo

Defining stress

'T

4;T'
If you were to ask most arborists to wear
•..
a tie, they would begin feeling uncomfortable just thinking about it. The stress would
get worse when they put it on, and would
become unbearable when the knot is tightAiL
ened. Some of the same things happen to
trees. They experience different levels of
stress, and their response will be equal in
proportion to the severity of the stress.
\c
When trees respond to stress, the results are
-usually visible—dieback of crowns, and in
. .
response to crown loss, dieback of roots or
vice versa. Sometimes it is difficult to determine whether crown or root dieback has
-.
-.--.
occurred first. Of course, dieback can also be
caused directly by disease in the crown itself,
so arborists must be able to diagnose whether
the symptoms are caused by a primary patho.
gen or in response to stress.
Dr. Paul Manion, in his book on tree diseases, views decline as a death spiral. In the
.
outer part of the spiral are more or less chronic
stresses—e.g., urban environment, genetic
potential, soil compaction, soil fertility, soil
drainage, and low moisture-holding capacity.
In the middle of the spiral are what Manion
Oak tree showing early stages of dieback In the crown. Two-lined chestnut borer
calls "inciting" factors, which are acute
is colonizing and killing branches in the crown.
stresses, such as drought, defoliation and air
pollution. At the inner part of the spiral are
continue down to death. It can 'escape" depending on the health
the "contributing factors," such as canker fungi, wood and
of the tree, severity of the stress, and virulence of secondary orbark boring insects, Armillaria root rot, viruses, and nemaganisms or contributing factors.
todes. Once a tree enters the spiral, it does not necessarily

Ki

Stress: From the Branches tuthe Roots and Back Again
pw&

By Dr. Phillip M. Wargo
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 1999

Dr. David Houston. a retired pathologist from the U.S. Forest Service, has a
simpler view of decline disease. Healthy
trees are affected by stress over time and
become predisposed to disease organisms. In this developing disease
condition, interactions between the
crown and roots results in a change in
disease susceptibility; affected trees are
colonized and sometimes killed by secondary pathogenic organisms.

ransport systems of
back
Tree roots and stems are similar in
many ways. Tree stems continue outward
to smaller branches, ending in fine twigs
and leaves at the end. Likewise, nonwoody fine roots are the end of the root
pipeline. The two systems are connected
by pipelines, one to transport nutrients
and water (wood), and one to transport
food to the roots (bark). When stress affects either transport system, problems
can occur.
A major difference between the two
systems is the space within which the

---,w

J

4 -W

..

0
1. -

'V.

Oak root at the base of a tree with rhizomorphs of Armillaria—black shoestring-like
structures on the surface of the root - left on picture below green moss. Also shows
infection by the fungus in the inner bark-outer wood zone; bark removed to show
white mycelial fans of the fungus (right lower portion of picture).

crown and the roots must grow. The
crown's space is almost unlimited,
whereas the roots are limited signifi-

A misguided attempt to construct gardens around a tree and still save the
tree. This tree has no chance of surviving. This project clearly shows a lack
of appreciation for root structure and function.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 1999

cantly by the physical properties of the
soil, and this environment can become
restrictive to root development.
The soil can physically impede root
development or it can restrict it "chemically." Oxygen, for example. is a major
limiting factor for roots. The roots cannot grow and occupy as much of the soil
as they could, if oxygen is not available
in that area. This is important when we
look at interactions of roots and
crowns—especially when the soil around
the root structure is changed. For example, soil compaction or changes in
moisture drainage can severely restrict
the availability of oxygen to roots resulting in their death and reducing their
capacity to transport nutrients and water to the stem.
Larger roots anchor a tree into the soil
and give it stability. As the root system
develops away from the stem, it branches
into smaller (second, third, etc. order
roots—the higher the order the smaller
the root) woody roots. Finally, at the end
of the system are non-woody roots which
serve as the tree's contact to water and
soil nutrients. These fine roots move
water and nutrients into the pipeline system that carries them to the stem. These
9

Illustration of the relationship of tree health and stress.
Three levels of stress are indicated as SI, S2, and S3. The
higher number indicates a more severe stress. The ilkistration shows that the response of trees to stress, as
indicated by the steepness of the downward direction of
the "health" line, is dependent on the severity of stress
and the health or vitality of the tree at the time of stress—
indicated by the tree crown condition of good, fair, or poor.
Trees are affected and over time change in vitality to the
point they become susceptible to pathogenic organisms.
The threshold of susceptibility depends on the vigor of
the tree, vigor and abundance of the organisms, and the
severity of the stress. The illustration also shows that over
time and in the absence of continued stress and more aggressive pathogens, trees can recover.
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and flme in the Decline and Death of Trees

poor soils. The more mycorrhizal tips, the
better the trees can take up nutrients and
moisture, which results in healthier trees.
Myconhizae increase the amount of fine
root branching and thus increase the sur face area or the roots that are in contact
with soil particles, or what we call the
rhizosphere. Of course, the mycelium of

fine roots are also producers of hormonal
compounds that regulate bud break and
stem elongation, and stresses that affect
fine roots have a corresponding effect on
the development of the twigs and leaves.
The fine root tips may or may not be
mycorrhizal (have a fungal partner), and
that is important, especially in nutrient-

Scabbards
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#14 Curved
Saw Scabbards
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08-02010
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QUALITY
ARBORIST
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Climbing Gear
T-Shaped Climber
Pads with Felt Liner

08-97156

COUNT ON!

Now with
large cleanout
openings on
side and bottom

Call Today for
a FREE 36 Page
Catalog or for a
Dealer Near You!
-

No tabs - these
I MP"
pads simply thread on
straps and climber shank

-

-

Toll Free in the
U.S. and Canada:

Call: 1-800-932-8371
Fax:

Saddles

1-800-693-2837

Local & International:
Call: 330-674-1782
Fax: 330-674-0330

Two Floating Dees
Extra Wide Back Saddle

Weaver Leather, Inc.
7540 CR 201
P0 Box 68
Mt. Hope, OH
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01038 Two floating dee s
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the mycorrhizal fungus grows out away
from the root and colonizes even more soil.
These mycelial connections significantly
increases the amount of soil that is in contact with a root tip.
These root tips at the beginning of the
water pipeline and the end of the food
pipeline are the most susceptible to damage by stress that affects food
production, e.g. defoliation. The same is
true for a tree's crown. The fine twigs and
leaves, the beginning of the food pipeline, are at the very end of the water and
nutrient transport system, and are most
vulnerable to damage when stresses occur. When dieback occurs, it begins at the
ends of the pipeline, leaves or fine root
tips, and spreads inward to the larger
members of the pipe system depending
on the severity of the stress.
When we excavate roots of stressed
trees, or trees that have dieback, we observe that the root system is much smaller
than on healthy trees. There are fewer
living fine non-woody roots and often.
the smaller higher orders of woody roots
are dead. Healthy trees have healthy
woody roots that maintain numerous
non-woody fine root branches.
When we examine the fine non-woody
roots branches, we find that on healthy
trees these branches have many root tips,
and usually numerous mycorrhizae. Fine
non-woody roots on declining trees, however, have fewer branches with fewer root
tips, and often many of the tips are dead.
There is an interaction between fine

Convert...
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to useable, saleable products, cost-effectively with
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BEFORE PURCHASING A WASTE REDUCTION
MACHINE, YOU MUST SEE...

THE MODEL
3680 BEAST
BY SMORACY, INC.
Call Bandit today for a free video or
to arrange a demonstration

BANDIT
INDUSTRIES,
INCORPORATED
6750 MILLBROOK ROAD REMUS, MI 49340
PHONE: (800) 952.0178 OR (517) 561.2270
FAX (517) 561-2273

E-Mail: brushbandit@worldnet.att.net
Website: www.banditchippers.com
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ters remaining on young living white oak trees. The graph illustrates both the
effects of timing of defoliation in May, June, July, or August, and the severity of
1 yr (72), 2 yrs (73) and 3 yrs (74) of defoliation on leaf clusters. The data are
shown as a percentage of the number of leaf clusters present at the time of the
first defoliation in 1971.

t[1'iL)

root death and crown dieback, and the
nature of the stress determines the sequence. If stress begins in the soil, such
as a problem with soil compaction or
moisture, then the roots would die back
followed by the crown when insufficient
water was taken up by the roots. If the
reverse happened and the crown was
stressed, for instance by defoliation
which alters food production, then the
root systems would die back from insufficient food to maintain existing roots or
replace dying roots.
The relationship between root tip
death and related die back is observed in
the relationship of living mycorrhizal
tips and crown dieback. High numbers
of mycorrhizal root tips occur on healthy
trees with healthy crowns. As the number of mycorrhizal tips decreases, the
amount of die back increases. As the root
tips die, insufficient water and nutrients
are transported to the crown, reduced
food production occurs and may result
in dieback. Because the crown is not pro-

1tuiu.

From Tree Tech Microinjection Systems comes a full line
of nationally labeled insecticides, fungicides, bactericides
and fertilizers in leakproof microinjection units.
Insecticides - Acephate, Vividil and MetaSystox® R
Fungicides - Bayleton®, Aliette® and Alamo®
Fertilizers Our proprietary NutriJectTM formulations
Bactericides - Oxytetracycline

%

-

• •"

_.g001•

Tree Tech

1879 SW 18th Ave
Williston, FL 32696

4,

1-800-622-2831

e-mail: treetek@aol.com
Alamo is a registered trademark of Novartia Crop Protection, nc. Aliette is a registered trademark of Rhône-Poulenc Ag Company.
trademark of Bayer, AG. MetaSystox A is a registered trademark of Gowan Company.
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ducing as much carbohydrate to transport to the roots, more root tips die back
and are not replaced. This results in more
crown dieback and begins the spiral
downward toward death.

Effects of stress on
the crown - defoliation
If a tree is defoliated, but not severely
enough to cause refoliation, and carbohydrate production is fairly normal, there
will not be much harm to the tree or its
root system. With other favorable growing conditions of adequate moisture,
nutrients, etc., the tree maintains it
health. However, if the tree is defoliated
severely and it must refoliate, its health
may be significantly reduced.
The effects of this severe defoliation will depend on the
timing of defoliation, (beginfling, middle, or end of the
growing season), the health
-.---.--'
(good, fair or poor) of the
tree when it was defoliated,
Ac
and the growing conditions
LLI
after defoliation. Next year's
food reserves are metabolized this year during this
short leafless period before
refoliation. When the tree refoliates, it has less leaf tissue
than it had prior to defoliation.
The leaves are smaller and fewer in
number and this reduces overall photosynthesis. Also new buds for next
year's growth must be produced, as
well as new food reserves for next
year. So the amount of growing season
after refoliation becomes important to
the recovery of the tree.
Other chemical changes are also underway in the system, including
production of enzymes and phenolics.
which are defense compounds against
secondary organisms. Under unfavorable
growing conditions, the tree can die.
However, with the elimination of stress,
trees can survive and become healthy
trees again.
A tree can lose up to 50 percent of its
leaves with little effect—if the loss is
distributed over the whole crown. There
14

is little information about amount of fine
root loss before it has consequences, and
I am not sure that you can lose 50 percent of the roots and still maintain all of
the crown, especially during dry conditions. When a tree loses a large portion
of its roots, ajudicious removal of some
of the crown will probably give the tree
a better chance to respond. Dieback is a
common, natural response that trees have
to "adjust" themselves, but energy is
used in the process. They die back, and
then re-sprout, unless they are stressed
further. Sometimes by cutting back the
crown after severe root loss, you allow
the tree to recover a little faster.
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Illustration of the annual cycle of starch
storage and removal in a cross section
of a sugar maple root. Starch level is indicated by the shading—darker shading
indicates more starch. Levels are low in
April, May, June and early July, the time
when trees are vulnerable to the effects
of stress from defoliation.

Effects of stress on root
systems - Armillaria root
disease
When trees experience severe defoliation and suffer from reduced
photosynthesis and carbohydrate producTREE ('ARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 1999

tion, the effects move from the sterns down
to the roots. In response to the stress, the
starch content in the root system declines,
both from increased use and reduced production, and is proportional to the severity
of the stress, for example, progessively less
after one, two, or three years of defoliation. These energy reserves are important
to survival and replacement of fine roots.
The timing of defoliation is also critical.
For example, if defoliation occurs in midMay, the tree has time to grow new leaves
and replace its carbohydrates, so by fall.
trees have high levels of carbohydrates to
maintain them through winter to new bud
break. If defoliation occurs in mid-June
when most reserve carbohydrates have
been used, the tree is highly vulnerable to effects of defoliation stress.
When carbohydrates are depleted, host defense systems
weaken, and the roots become
susceptible
to
secondary organisms. The
energy levels in the tree at the
time of stress are very important in determining if a tree
G)
survives.
All sorts of organisms are
in the soil waiting to colonize weakened roots. The
Armillaria root disease fungus is probably the most
important and ubiquitous organism worldwide. It is in
almost every forest soil and in a
lot of agricultural soils too. It will
be present in almost all suburban
housing development soils.
There are several species of
Arniillaria depending on the dominant tree species that is or was in the
area. This fungus produces spores in a
fruiting body we call a mushroom. The
spores are carried by wind and can
spread the fungus from area to area. This
organism also produces "runners" called
rhizomorphs, a word which means "rootlike. " You are probably familiar with this
fungus being called the "shoestring" or
"bootlace" fungus. "Shoestring" root rot
is a common term for Armillaria because
of the appearance of the runners it produces.

hoestrings' grow through the
The
soil from tree to tree making contact with
roots. The rhizomorphs colonize the surface of the roots waiting for an
opportunity to penetrate the living root.
Most of the time, the tree keeps the fungus out. The fungus tries to penetrate but
the roots contain phenolic compounds
that are poisonous to the fungus, or produce enzymes that can dissolve the
penetrating tips of the fungus and stop
the penetration. When a tree is healthy,
it is a stand off. When a tree is stressed
and lacks sufficient energy to produce
protecting enzymes or phenolic compound, the fungus gains a foothold. It
begins to break down the weakened tissues, and becomes much more
aggressive in the presence of these new
energy sources. When the fungus
breaches the bark and gets into the wood,
it begins growing very quickly in response to the stress. It can exist in the bark
and wood as a decay organism and not
cause much damage, but once it gets released into the inner bark and outer wood,
it becomes a killer. Growth at the inner
bark-outer wood cambial zone is where it
is most parasitic. The fungus begins to clog
pipes and sever the connections that move
sugar down to the smaller roots and move
water and nutrients up to the stems and
leaves. As the fungus continues to colonize and kill more roots, more of the
crown dies. As long as the tree prevents
the fungus from colonizing the large
main roots, and from girdling the tree,
the tree will remain alive. Portions of a
root (and portions of the pipes on a root)
may die, but if the fungus does not girdle
the entire root and prevent all of the pipes
from functioning, the tree will survive.

Effects of stress on
stems - Two-fined chestnut borer
Not every battle occurs in the roots. Insects. such as the two-lined chestnut borer,
can colonize the stem. This borer, a very
common colonizer of oak, chestnut and
hickory, is attracted to stressed trees.
When trees are affected by drought or
defoliation, the water columns in the pipe

in the outer wood begin to stretch and become strained to the point where they
begin to snap. They actually make a little
sound when they break, and there is some
evidence that the beetle is attracted to those
sounds.
Beetles sense which trees are being
stressed and lay their eggs on these trees,
making them more likely to be colonized
by their larvae. When the larvae hatch, they
penetrate the tree and begin feeding, immediately severing pipelines by cutting
through the inner bark where the phloem
pipes are, and the outer-most wood, where
the most critical water pipes are. When
these pipes are severed, food is no longer
transported to the roots, and water no
longer reaches the leaves and they die. As
the larvae grow and the cuts they make in
the tissue widen, the damage to the pipes
increases. The insects eventually move
down the tree branches to colonize the
main stem, resulting in a complete severing of the tree's transport systems.
Some stresses alone can kill a tree.
Severe road salting, bad planting, and
construction damage can kill trees without secondary assistance. The moral of
the story is we need to worry about both
the stems and the roots and remember
that they are intimately connected. We
need to provide adequate growing space
for both. We need to avoid as much competition with roots as possible so that
when stresses occur, the roots are in
healthy condition to respond and assist
the crown in responding. Avoid grass
competition, concrete competition, and
try to maintain natural safe zones around
trees. By maintaining safe zones, you
might prevent colonization by those organisms that take advantage of stress
interactions between the crown and the
roots. Part of your livelihood is remo ing dead trees, but it is much more
profitable to protect trees and provide
them with adequate growing space than
it is to remove them; after all, a removed
tree cannot he a repeat customer.
Dr. P/il/lip 'i. Ucirg() is the leader o/ the
USDA Forest Service Disturbance Stressor Host Pathogen interaction Work Unit.
This article was excerpted and (l(/a/)led
from a lecture at TCI EXPO '98.
TCI
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Time Off, With Pay!
Federal OSHA seems determined to
forge ahead with a planned Ergonomics
Standard that has the potential to cripple
the industry—despite strong arguments
from industry and medical experts that the
proposal is laid upon a very weak foundation. For the third straight year, the
incidence of musculo-skeletal injuries has
declined without the help of an OSHA
regulation. Furthermore, this type of injury
accounted for less than four percent of all
workplace injuries and illnesses in 1997.
Fast-track promulgation of an Ergonomics Standard is a priority of OSHA
Assistant Secretary of Labor Charles
Jeffress. OSHA has already published a
"working draft" Ergonomics Standard designed to jump start dialogue pending
formal start of the standard promulgation
process by publication of a proposed ergonomics rule. OSHA's recently published
regulatory agenda targets notification by
September. A final rule could be published
in the year 2000.
The proposed standard would mandate
rotation of job functions or place time limits on how long strenuous tasks may be
performed. It would effectively force
placement of employees on light duty at
regular pay if employees claim (and a doctor concurs) that a job caused "repetitive
stress." It would also require the employer
to continue the employee's full pay and
benefits, less any workers' compensation
benefits or disability insurance received by
the employee, for up to six months of recuperation.
The potential impact is extraordinary:
An employee could assert, but not be required to prove, a "back injury" claim was
caused by work. This would force, in ef fect, a paid vacation at employer expense
if a doctor, for which the employer pays,
agrees with the employee! This is a
malingerer's fantasy come true.
The draft proposal requires employers
to first determine what is causing job-related, musculo- skeletal injuries and either
re-engineer the way the job is done or put
in place administrative controls to lessen
that hazard. Use of PPE is a temporary fix
only. If a job-related musculo-skeletal in16

jury is claimed, the employer must provide
medical evaluation, follow the medical recommendations for leave, light duty, etc.
and pay the employee full pay and benefits
during such recuperation, for up to six
months!
Effectively, all commercial arborists
are covered. A worker's report of an asserted job--related back injury or
significant strain puts the employer "in
play" under the draft, if not already put
in play by a known problem, such as a
previous incidence of back injuries.
If a problem is recurrent in a particular
job, the employer has a problem job in the
parlance of the draft standard. The occur rence of a covered injury or knowledge of
a problem job imposes at least these initial obligations: provide a program point
person; train employees in hazard identification/reduction; educate employees in
signs and symptoms of covered injuries;
encourage employee reporting of such
problems; and solicit employee recommendations for hazard reduction.
Once identified, the employer must
communicate the cause to employees and
implement feasible controls to attempt to
deal with the hazard. These controls, in
order of preference under the standard, are:
re-engineering controls; work practice and
administrative controls; and PPE provided
at no cost to employees.
When an injury is reported, you must:
obtain a written medical evaluation from
a health care professional which recommends work restrictions and follow-up
care; give a copy of the report to the employee; and follow the medically
recommended work restrictions. Most significantly, you must continue the
employee's regular pay, benefits, and seniority until the employee is recovered and
able to return to job, or controls are implemented which eliminate hazard during
recovery period, or there is a final medical determination that the employee is
unable to return to the job, or six months
have passed.
This pay continuation can be offset by
workers' compensation benefits or employer-provided disability insurance the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY
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employee receives.
Since the opportunity for hazard reduction by engineering controls is
virtually non-existent in the arborist
workplace, the draft standard defaults to
an "administrative controls/work practices revision" means of hazard
minimization. OSHA proposes employee
rotation, job task enlargement, adjustment of work pace, redesign of work
methods, and/or rest breaks.
When applied in practice to arborists'
work, these will require: limiting the time
that an employee may use a chain saw; rotating tree trimmers between trimming and
ground work; regulating the pace of work:
creating light work opportunities for the
injured employee; restricting certain operations to the extent that they cause injuries;
assigning more crew members or cutting
trees in smaller pieces to lessen weight
being lifted; and eliminating production
work involving continuous saw use or constant bending.
The opportunities for abuse are obvious, the cost of the medical evaluation
is high, and the cost of the paid time off
or light duty that might be ordered is a
potential death blow to a business.
Claims may be repeatedly filed by malingerers. The draft does not contain an
opportunity to challenge the medical
evaluation. Finally, the whole mess
squarely conflicts with the structure and
purpose of workers' compensation laws.
The National Arborist Association has
written to Congress in support of a legislative blockage of the proposed standard.
It has joined a national coalition fighting
the issue. It will submit a detailed position
statement to OSHA and testify at hearings
in Washington prior to the publication of
a proposed rule.
You can assist in this effort by letting
your Senators and Representatives in
Washington know what effect the requirements outlined above would have on your
business.
Peter Gerstenberger is director of safety
& education for the National ArboristAsTCI
sociation.
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The Fastest, Smoothest, Low=K IGK.
Cutting Chain We've Ever Mad

1
ness--attributes that really count in difficult pruning
Vanguard 72V Series is simply the best 3/8-inchor take-down situations--whether you are up in a
pitch round-ground chisel chain we've ever made
tree or in your bucket. This fine-tuned product has
for arborists. It's a real performer for arborists who
won Underwriters Laboratories certification for its
want a higher degree of chainsawing safety, yet
low-kick out-of-box qualities.
value exceptional cutting speed and silky smooth1
•
1. Depth-gauge filing area located by a witness mark.
Increased cutter grind radius for excellent out-of-box performance.
Increased depth gauge angle for smooth entry into cut.
,
3.
2.
Oregon Vanguard 72V Series sharpens easily
with a 7132-inch file.
Streamlined depth gauge for improved performance life.
Advanced design gives cutters aggressive bite.
7?
2
Wide gullet for greater chip flow.
2
2

BECAUSE EVERY CUT COUNTS.
Oregon Cutting Systems Division Blount Inc. • Portland, Oregon. www.oregonchain.com
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Events & Seminars
June 9, 17 & 23, 1999
Univ. of Mass Extension Workshop
Scouting for Pests and Problems of Woody
Ornamentals in the Landscape
Various locations
Contact: (413) 545-0895
June 11, 1999
California Arborists Association
Back to Basics Pruning
San Jose, CA
Contact: Denise Buffham (707) 254-8862
June 13-15, 1999
ISA Florida Chapter
Westin Innisbrook Resort
Palm Harbor, FL
Contact: (727) 786-2928
June 25, 1999
California Arborists Association
Climbing Skills Workshop
Chico, CA
Contact: Denise Buffham (707) 254-8862
July 1-3, 1999
American Association of Botanical
Gardens and Arboreta
Annual Conference
British Columbia
Contact: Dorothy (610) 925-2500 ext. 11
July 13-15, 1999
VA. Tech and VA. Turfgrass Council
Turf and Landscape Field Days
Blacksburg, VA
Contact: David McKissack (540) 231-5897
July 15, 1999
PGMS-DC & NVNLA
Green Industry Professional Field Day
Evans Farm, McLean, VA
Contact: (703) 250-1368

July 23, 199)
Swarthmore College
Third Annual Conference on Woody Plants
Swarthmore, PA
Contact: (610) 388-1000

August 27, 1999
California Arborists Assn.
Pruning Concepts Workshop
Santa Rosa, CA
Contact: (707) 254-8862

July 23 - 25, 1999
ALCA Masters in Management
Hilton Chicago O'Hare Airport
Chicago, IL
Contact: (703) 736-9666

August 27-29, 1999
1999 STU-IL Timbersports Series
Ducks Unlimited Outdoor Festival
Oshkosh, WI
Contact: (800) 467-8445

August 1-4, 1999
International Society of Aboriculture
75th Annual Conference & Trade Show
Stamford, CT
Contact: Lisa Thompson at (217) 355-9411

August 31-September 3, 1999
National Urban Forest Conference:
Building Cities of Green
Seattle, WA
Contact: Cheryl Kollin (202) 955-4500

August 1245, 1999
1999 STIHL Timbersports Series
Dollywood
Pigeon Forge, TN
Contact: (800) 467-8445

September 1 - 4, 1999
CalScape Expo '99
Seminars & Trade Show
Hotel Queen Mary
Long Beach, CA
Contact: (707) 462-2276

August 18, 11999
1999 Michigan Turfgrass Field Day
Hancock Turfgrass Research Center
East Lansing, MI
Contact: Kay Patrick (517) 321-1660
August 20, 1999
California Arborists Assn., Inc
CPR/Aerial Rescue Workshop
Monterey, CA
Contact: (707) 254-8862
August 25-28, 1999
American Phytopathological Society
Wilt Diseases of Shade Trees Conference
St. Paul, MNContact: Cynthia Ash (651) 454-0766

September 13-15, 1999
Amercian Society of Landscape Architects
Annual Meeting & Expo
Boston, MA
Contact: (202) 216-2336
September 17, 1999
California Arborists Assn.
CPR/Aerial Rescue Workshop
San Mateo, CA
Contact: (707) 254-8862
September 20-22, 1999
Pacific Northwest Chapter - ISA
1999 Annual Conference
Contact: (503) 585-4285
September 24, 1999
California Arborists Assn.
Climbing Skills Workshop
Davis, CA
November 4-6, 1999
TCI EXPO '99
Indiana Convention Center & RCA Dome
Indianapolis, Indiana
Contact: Carol Crossland (800) 733-2622

Send information on your event to:
Tree Care Industry, P0 Box 1094,
Amherst, NH 03031-1094.
Fax: 603-672-2613;
E-mail: Garvin@natlarb.com
18
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1990 Pete:
diesel auto with 5-ton Effer
Knuckleboom crane 18' dump body
with high sides liftgate
S39,500

989 LT8000 Narrow Ca SteeiHauier.
Haul long logs from front to rear, 6 x 6
all-wheel drive. 7-8 diesel. Auto, 37k
C C lr.jT crane S44.500.
, riles %.. t

1993 Ford F800. 5.9 diesel 5sp 2sp
33 GVW 49.000 miles with 14-ton
RD Crane Model 2863 73 hook
height S51.900 .

,

H.C- 1

-

1984 GMC 8.2 Diesel, auto a D w 52
Hi-Ranger Bucket $24900

-

1ff

96 GMC Topkick 31 16 CAT 6sp.
33.000 GVW, air brakes with 17-ton
Manitex. 118' Hook Height. Super
Clean.
$78,500

Air

1988 International DT466. 5 sp/
2 sp with 18-foot flat dump and
Hiab crane. $27,500

1

- .ee .lacK R6boT
.
with 1997 Cormach 7-ton knuckle
boom 27-ft side reach $49,500 10
other single & double kucklebooms in

_-U
ieoor-crcw. ar'.LC
hp Cummins. 9 sp. 20' bed w/9-ton
CoPMA knuckleboom. 46 side reach.
$46,500

\r

(2)1981-82 4x4 gas engines.
UnderCDL $6500 ea. (2)1988-90
ac'' hese
Call for info

1985 General NTC 300 - 8
sp 20' Steel Flatbed dump.
$19,500

198o

iiL,

0 L Uieoei d

chip body w/Aerial Lift of CT
50' bucket.
$37,500

89 Ford F800 Crew Cab T.8 uc
Auto' 35k miles: Dump Body
$19,500
(4) Other Crew Cab Stakes in Stock'

If

Prentice 120-yard machine, Diesel
(5) Fuel Trucks Steel or Aiurninum. Gas Pony engine. on gas Int'l
$12,500
or Diesel
$4,900 and Up

$P7

(15) Material Handling Buckets in Stock
41 , 42'. 43 50 & 55', Holan, Asplundh;
Telelect, Teco, Etc
Call for List

1990 Ford LN8000 4x4, 7.8 dsl. 6 sp.
14' Steel Dump. $19,500

1989 ud-3300. 6 cyliner diesel. 210 hp
6 speed, A/B 33GVN, 18' steel flatbed
w/6-ton National knuckleboom, 29'
sidereach
$24,500

oMs

(10) IIIAB: IMTCO: National: Etc.
Knucklebooms Unmounted Or Mounted 1991 Ford F700 Crew Cab V8. 5sp 2sp.
under CDL. 16' Wood flatbed liftgate.
..............................................$4,500 And Up
S19,500

SHEET RCiC LOADERS
SOLD- CALL FOR CURRENT INVENTORY

H
Wf
L..

(10) 32' to 42' Bucket Trucks; Gas &
Diesel.....................Call for Sale Price

•]iTi

(8) Single Axle Knuckleboom Trucks Ford. GMC, Internationals
Call For List & Prices

I .........

(30) 1 Ton Buckets: 28 to 36' In Stock
Call For Price List

Ah
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Arborist Equipment
Good Rigging
Control System
can be mounted
on a tree or
truck.
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By Gregory P. Good

E

veryone who removes trees for
a living faces a new challenge
with every job. Arborists are required to perform feats of "instant
engineering" involving vector physics on
a daily basis. We try to engineer the optimum "controlled fall" of parts of trees
being removed in the safest and most
efficient way possible.
It has long been clear that to have a
system for the groundman to lift a significant load quickly and then lower it
safely would make an arborist's life
much easier. Lowering devices with a
ratcheting drum have been around for
some time, but they require two people
to perform any serious lifting or pulling.
For our company, Good Tree Care Company, these devices are not practical
because we often work with a single
ground person.
Sailing experience led us to adapt a
yacht winch to tree rigging work. On

racing boats, crew members need to
handle ropes under great strain with
speed and precision. We chose a winch
with an internal gear reduction system
(44: 1) and a self trailer. These two features allow a single person on the ground
to generate tremendous pull on the bull
rope without the need for a send person
to "tail" or hold the tension in the rope
as a load is raised. Because there are no
knots involved, the person on the ground
can quickly disengage the self-trailer by
snapping the rope from between the
tensioning plates and lower with complete control.
After experiencing the sticker shock
of purchasing yachting equipment, we
decided to build a mounting system
which would allow us to use the winch
in as many situations as possible. First,
we mounted the winch to a square aluminum base plate of 5/8 inch thickness.
Then we built a mount which straps to a

STUMP CUTTER
The C)saI
HEAVYDUTY

Stump Cutter

Tooth
•Stone Collar
Solid 3/4" Shank
Shoulder Stop
Patented Angle

Fr.

00000,

• 2 Cutter Teeth In 1
)oubles Cutting Speed
Eliminates Wheel Wear
Patented New Power Bend
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Gregory P. Good is the owner of
Good Tree Care Company in Heartland,
Wisc.
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tree stem and has a receiver that accepts
the plate-mounted winch. We also built
a similar receiver that can be mounted
easily on any vehicle with a 2-inch
square trailer hitch system. In this way,
we can still use the winch when it is not
safe for the ground person to be under
the tree being removed. An unexpected
benefit to having a component system is
how easy it is to install the device on a
tree or truck, because you never handle
all of the unit's weight at one time. Packing the device into the toolbox on our
truck is easier too.
For lowering situations where a winch
is not needed, we added a rope brake on
a base plate, which fits into both the tree
and truck receivers. The rope brake saves
unnecessary wear on the winch and gives
us another option in our toolbox.
Working with the winch in different
situations led to the addition of fairleads
or rope guides to keep the rope properly
positioned on the drum and prevent
wraps from crossing over. Hinged side
plates and rubber feet on the tree mount
evolved to provide adequate traction to
keep the unit in place while a heavy load
is being dropped.
The greatest benefit of the system is
that it gives the grounds person a broader
role in the rigging process by providing
a work station that helps maintain focus
on the task at hand. As a result, the
climber knows that when tension in the
line is needed, it will be there. Teamwork
is enhanced, along with morale.
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Asplundh
Altec
Brush Bandit
Vermeer

Wayne
Promark
Gravely

Vandermollen

Chipmore
Wood/Chuck

lindig
Crary

Price Each

x 4 11 x

$22*00
$ 26.75
$ 24*10
$ 33.50
20.85

71/411

Ram

Dosko
Olathe
Mitts & Merrill
Morbark

Knife Size

Valby
M&B Fitchburg
[.imco

7/4 11

4 11

%11

X

W'

8 11 x 3w1 x

/8 "

X

low' x
12 11 X

5" x w'
3 X 3/

PRICES GOOD THROUGH 6-30-99

Guaranteed Best Prices • Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours

800-223-5202
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Uncovering the
"Real" Candidate
By VVavne )utIa

ou are interviewing a person
who appears to be the perfect
candidate for a key position
open in your organization.
He has experience with the "musts,"
or the characteristics, attitudes, skills,
background or experience you have
identified for this position. He even has
a number of items you have identified as
"preferreds." He appears to be perfect,
but you still have an uncomfortable feeling that you have not uncovered the
"real" candidate. You know the future
performance of your tree care company
may rest on him, and you are asking
yourself, "Is this the person I really want
in this critical position taking care of my
customers, working with employees, and
protecting my assets—not just money,
but trucks and equipment?"
That feeling is common. Each year,
160 million interviews take place in
America. In spite of all that practice,
there are still many shortcomings associated with the process. It is very difficult
to interview for positions such as tech-

y
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nical or sales. While you may know a
great deal about being an arborist, you
may not know a great deal about computer operations or accounting. Experts
universally agree there is a need to increase the effectiveness of interviewing
techniques to improve hiring effectiveness.
During an in-depth interview, for example, there is about an hour for you to
judge the candidate's potential and for
the candidate to convince you that he or
she is best for the job. Both are under
extreme pressure in a situation that is not
conducive to frank and open discussion.
Today's real or perceived limitations
on checking references mean the infor mation gathered during the interview is
even more critical and will be the basis
for you to answer these three questions:
"Can he do the job?" "Does she want to
do the job?" and "Will he or she fit into
the organization?" Many of the most ef fective interviewers appear casual and
unstructured, however they are still very
proficient at obtaining information to

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 1999

answer these key questions.
As a rule of thumb, the candidate
should do 85 percent of the talking. To
get the candidate to open up and talk
freely, use a conversational tone. Encourage the candidate to respond freely
with open-ended questions that require
more than just a "Yes" or "No" response.
Some examples are:
•Tell me about your last job
• What do you feel are your strengths?
• How would you compare your resuits with your peers?
What is the greatest challenge
•
you've ever faced?
Open-ended questions allow you to
obtain the most information in the shortest period of time. Avoid asking
questions which would require the candidate to have specific information about
your firm or organization.
Plan the questions you want to ask. Be
sure to ask a consistent group of questions
of all candidates for the same type position. This gives you an excellent basis to
compare one candidate against another or

against those vho ha e been very successful in the position. Don't forget to ask
questions based on the individual's specific
background and experience. Be sure to ask
follow-up questions about any response
that is unclear or even hints of a potential
problem.
To obtain more in-depth information
and uncover the real candidate, use a
three level questioning technique. Ask a
basic question, such as one of the openended questions above. Follow-up by
asking for elaboration or additional information. Then ask "Why?" This probes
the candidate's thought processes and
reasons for his or her actions and opinions. When "Why?" is asked several
times, most candidates' responses reveal
their true opinions and feelings. It is very
difficult to fake the answers to third-level
questions.
Even the effective use of questioning
techniques may not ensure a successful
interview. You must avoid some common

pitfalls such as the "Halo Effect." which
occurs when the interviewer asks questions
to confirm an opinion already formed. It
often occurs when interviewing the top
salesperson from a competitor. You assume he or she is an excellent candidate
and ask only questions to confirm that
opinion and not ones to uncover the
candidate's real qualifications.
For your evaluation to be effective, it
must be as objective as possible. In other
words, any opinions about the candidate
formed before the interview should be confirmed again in the personal contact. It is
vital that you listen with an open mind.
If you do not understand, ask for clarification. Since the candidate should talk
85 percent of the time, you must keep
silent 85 percent of the time.
Effective questioning techniques
should focus only on the job and the
candidate's ability to perform the job.
Questions involving race and color, religion, national origin, age, sex, marital!

family status, or disabilit must he
avoided because they could be considered discriminatory.
Remember, the interview is the most
critical step in making an effective hiring
decision. Mistakes can still be made regardless of the number of years you or
other managers have been making hiring
decisions. There are no pat questions that
can be put together in advance. It requires
increasing your skill in questioning techniques to discover the information that
uncovers the "real" candidate.
Wayne Outla'ii' is author of SMART
STAFFING: How to Hire, Reward, and
Keep Top Employees for Your Growing
Company. In it, he presents solutions to
the specific challenges listed above.
Outlaw speaks and consults to help organizations increase their results
through employee performance. He can
be reached at (800) $47-9$61 or
TCI
www.smartstaffing.net .
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RF Inter-Science Company announced recently that their web site provides details of
all Macroscope portable microphone products and accessories. Available at the web
site, www.rfinterscience.com , is detailed
pricing and application information, as well
as ordering and communications advice.
Future plans call for inclusion of advice on
the use of the microscopes in specific applications in a variety of fields. In particular, the
field of arboriculture, where they are used for
insect identification prior to application of
pesticide, as part of many IPM programs and many professionals use it as a selling tool. All units are camera adaptable and can be used for record keeping. For
more information, call (516) 698-4799.

lu

A new Bobcat Chipper attachment allows users to safely and efficiently
reduce wood waste volume by a factor of 10 to 1, helping users comply
with local regulations regarding the
burning of wood in open areas. Designed to fit Bobcat 763H and 863H
skid-steer loaders, this attachment
chips branches and tree limbs up to 5
inches (127 mm) in diameter. The hydraulic systems of the loaders provide
up to 35 hp and engage direct drives
to the spring-loaded feed roller for adjustable, load-sensing performance.
The system also features a feed roller
control with four positions, allowing
the roller to pull branches in at a consistent, efficient speed. Four reversible
blades combine with four fan bars to
discharge cut material into piles 10 feet
away. For more information, contact
Wanda Roath at (701) 241-8740.
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designation makes
Deer Off the only
deer repellent registered for use on
vegetable crops
and fruit trees that
EE OF
is not required to
include a WARN
ING" or "DANGER"
signal — the
government's most
serious safety designation—on its label.
For more information, call 1-800-DEEROFF.
-
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TIME Manufacturing Company recently introduced the
VERSALIFT VO-350/355-MHI, an overcenter aerial device with
material handing capabilities. The new device boasts these
specifications: 60-foot working height;
46-feet 11-inch horizontal reach; 400
pound platform capacity; 210 degree
upper boom articulation; 100 degree
lower boom articulation; fiberglass rod
and chain leveling system; 24-inch by
30-inch platforms; material handling capacities up to 2,000 pounds; 10-foot
6-inch stowed height; compartment access from platform; one two-man
platform with rotator; 90 degree platform rotators; and "Unitrol" control.
These specifications are further enhanced by the following features: best

weight to lift ratio in the industry; plenty of payload capacity
on a 33,000 GVWR chassis; lightweight 100,000 psi Domex
steel construction; hydraulically articulated and extendible fiberglass jib with 180 degrees of
articulation and 72-inches of extension;
over 2,000 pounds of material handling
capacity in the non-overcenter position;
side-by-side boom construction; offset
mast assembly to keep units on the
chassis centerline; no exposed hose
bundles at the knuckle or at the platforms; and buckets do not extend out
past the body confine. For more information, contact Dana Scudder, National
Sales Manager at (254) 399-2100, E-Mail:
danas@versalift.com . TIME Manufacturing Co., P0 Box 20368, Waco, TX 76702.
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Ram Handles is a new product recently introduced by "the Idea Guys Inc." in
Monongahela, Penn. Designed with safety and ergonomics in mind, the curved
handle attachment makes for a safer, more user-friendly wheelbarrow for both
men and women. The handles ensure a continuous grip while dumping, maximizing control of heavy loads, and therefore reducing risk of injury. They
provide ultimate stability and control on hills while reducing wrist, arm, leg
and back fatigue. Constructed of heavy-duty steel tubing with powder paint
coating for added durability, the three-step installation is quick and easy—
and Ram Handles are reusable. Two sizes fit standard wooden handles. For
more information, call (724) 258-9670.
Please circle 114 on Reader Ser ice Card

Adopting key design features from the popular Model 1300 Tub
Grinder, Morbark recently introduced the most productive 12-foot
grinder on the market with its all-new Model 1200XL. Dual tub drive,
reversing fan, oil cooler, hard-surfaced dual discharge augers and a
beefed up hammermill are among the extra standard features on the
1200 XL. Available with electronic diesel power options up to 750 hp,
the 1200 XL grinds organic waste such as stumps, brush, yard trimmings, logs, C & D debris, ties and pallets at production rates up to
300 yards per hour, depending on material. Equipped with such features as full-hydraulic tub tilt, fully break away torque limiter, operator's
cab and knuckle boom at a surprisingly attractive capital cost. For
more information, call (517) 866-2381.
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LOWEST PRICES ON THE MARKET
1-800-856-8261
EVENINGS: 1-423-986-0905

G & A EQUIPMENT, INC.
KNOXVILLE. TN

Protect your trees with Best Angle Tree
Stakes, the most economical tree training and support system on the market.
Clips (shown above), also designed by
Best Angle, can be used with the round
hole configuration. Constructed of
molded plastic, they are flexible and
provide top or bottom fastening with
wire, string, ag ties or surgical tubing.
Developed by the Wentzler Family, who
are fruit growers with 40 years of experience growing dwarf trees, the stakes
overcome the shortcomings of other
systems. Constructed of railroad steel
to eliminate splinters, breakage and
warping, the stakes have unparalleled
strength. The stakes, which come in
several sizes (including 8- and 10-foot)
feature round and oblong holes to accommodate a variety of tying systems
and install easily, even in rocky soil. For
more information, contact Best Angle
Tree Stakes at (570) 546-5571.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Skills Training in
Canada

Chicago Office for
The Care of Trees

ArborMaster Training recently went
international, opening a training office
in Canada. Any ArborMaster Training
program can now be scheduled and organized through the Canadian office.
Dwayne Neustaeter joins the instructional team and comes on board as
president of ArborMaster Training
Canada Inc. He is an arboriculture instructor at Olds College in Alberta and
was the top Canadian climber at the 1998
ISA International Tree Climbing Championships. He has worked extensively
with cofounders Ken Palmer and Rip
Tompkins in training arborists in Canada
and the United States. He currently acts
as Chapter Certification Liaison for the
Prairie Chapter, as well as sits on sev eral international and national boards.
The address and phone numbers for the
new office are: ArborMaster Training
Canada Inc.. RR 1, Site 9, Box 4, Olds,
AB T4H 1P2, Canada. Phone: 1-877268-8733; Fax: 403-224-3776; e-mail:
neuy@telusplanet.net

The Care of Trees opened a Chicago
office this spring to accommodate three
crews that work within the city. Previously, the company served Chicago
clients from its Park Ridge, Ill. office.
In addition to more than 3,300 residential clients in the city, with heavy
concentrations in Lincoln Park and Hyde
Park, the company has a variety of institutional clients. They care for trees at
The Art Institute of Chicago, University
of Chicago and Grant Park. The new of fice is located at 222 N. Laflin, and may
be reached by calling 312-492-7206.

Swingle Honored for
Ethics
Swingle Tree Company, headquartered in Denver, Co., has been awarded
the Ethics in Business Award, which recognizes business success coupled with a
proven record of ethical conduct and

socially responsible practice, including
community service. The award was created by The Samaritan Institute.
Colorado Business Magazine, University
of Denver's Daniels College of Business.
and The Rocky Mountain Chapter of The
Society of Financial Service Professionals to honor those with exceptional
ethical business practices, individuals
and companies in Colorado who were
"doing the right thing."
Swingle was recognized for its responsibility to the environment, safety,
employee empowerment, value and responsiveness. It pioneered the use of
pesticide "injection" methods to minimize accidental spraying. The company
emphasizes safety issues and training as
well as educational opportunities for its
employees. Swingle attempts to maintain
optimum health of trees while recognizing the customers' budgetary limits. It
has limited its own growth in favor of
providing service to existing customers.

New England Ropes
Receives ISO 9001
Certification
New England Ropes of Fall River.
Mass., recently received its registration
under the ISO (International Organization of Standards) 9001 Quality System
Standard. Notification was received from
the Barbieri Quality Registrars on Dec.
21, 1998.
To receive the ISO 9001 certification, organizations' business processes
must range from design and development to production, installation. The
ISO 9000 certification process defines
international guidelines on systems for
quality management in every aspect of
manufacturing.
As a worldwide federation of national standards found in 1947, the
ISO is a non-governmental organization with the mission to promote the
standardized development of related
activities across the globe.
TCI
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• Over 150 Exhibitors
• Live Demonstrations
• Student Career Fair
• Educational Seminars
• Networking Opportunities
• ISA Certified Arborist CEUs available
U Pesticide Applicator CEUs for applicable states
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The National Arborist Association
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&'d Disc wn ts Available.'
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Visit our Web Site: www nat/arb. cam
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By Robert Ash

\

n my opinion, employee training
is central to assisting a business in
making and retaining profits.
A recent article in USA Today, entitled
"They Still Cheer at Company Meetings.'
talked about employees at Wal-Mart. Sam
Walton believed that employee training
was the first priority in building a successful business. Do your employees cheer?
When they get up on Monday morning, are
they enthusiastic about coming to work?
As a manager, it is your responsibility to
make sure that employees are having fun—
as they do at Wal-Mart.
Wal-Mart employees still cheer, even
though they are not paid a lot of money
compared to other retailers. These employ ees are having fun because they are trained
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Prevents burnout
Helps retention
Increases motivation
Increases productivity
Helps in planning
Saves monev
Builds trust & respect
Establishes authority & responsibility
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and they kno what the are doing. Management in the stores has been given
responsibility—and authority. Wal-Mart
empowers its employees, especially its
managers, to take responsibility. This is of
a newer concept in management.
There are two basic approaches to runfling an organization in the United States:
The traditional approach, management by control, has been around for about
275 years. The employer is the "parent,"
and the employee is the "child." Management will tell employees what to do and
how to do it. This method takes a lot of
management time and energy. Fifty to 60
years ago, this approach worked in the
United States. When my father went to
work at Ford Motor Company, management told him what to do, and he would
say, "Yes sir.'
The traditional approach considers
employees as "tools." If a tool breaks
or isn't working the way you want it
to, you either fix it or get a new one.
This concept is outdated—especially
with younger employees.
A revolution is taking place,
practiced by companies like WalMart, that stresses a behavioristic,
humanistic approach to management.
Instead of management by control,
the new way is management by
commitment. In other words, management gains the commitment of
employees through various of methods,
including proper training. Commitment is
not gained through managing as parent to
child, but adult to adult. If a business owner
thinks of employees as children, the business is heading for financial disaster.
Managers must treat employees as
equals. A change in focus from viewing
employees as tools to regarding them as a

valuable resource will help a company
make a profit, which is the bottom line in
business. If an employee is only a tool, he
or she will have no commitment to the success of the business.

1. What are the resources of a business?
All owners, managers and supervisors
have five resources they need every day
to get their jobs done and make a profit.
The formula 4M+T helps me remember
my five resources.
• Materials
We manage and safeguard materials
through quality and inventory control.
• Money
Money is a resource of business. Man-

ciallv in tree care. Since arhoricultLire is a
machine-intensive industry, company
owners usually pay close attention to this
resource by developing a regular maintenance schedule to ensure the machines
function at peak performance.
• Manpower
Manpower may be the most important
resource, yet many tree care company
owners are more concerned with machinery. Companies spend too little on human
resources. Wouldn't it be interesting if
companies matched the amount of money
spent maintaining machines on employees.
• Time
Company owners say there is not
enough time in the day. This is incorrect.
Management can take care of that resource
by managing time properly.

Absenteeism is soaring in today's labor force
because employers are asking employees to
give 110 percent, which leads to stress on the
job. Employees stay home, whether they are
sick or not, because of stress.

agers take care of money in a business with
a budget that helps plan for expenditures
and through an accounting system.
•

Machines
Machines are another resource. espe-

2. Why have an employee training program?
The are the two key ingredients needed
to keep good employees: compensation

Cummins Diesel Power
for the Tree Care Industry
B&C Series Engines that provide a wide range of Engine Power. 76-260
horsepower. Engines that are designed to meet the new and future off-Highway
Emissions Regulations.

"
A

Cummins Michigan Inc.
41216 Vmcenti Court • Novi, MI 48375
Phone (248) 473-9000 • Fax (248) 473-8560
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and motivation. Compensation—which
includes wages, salaries, fringe benefits,
services, bonuses, and pensions—is very
expensive. Employees are very expensive. A business can retain employees by
paying much more than any other tree
care company. A better, less expensive
way is through training. Employee training increases motivation and helps
businesses retain employees.

A

s Training prevents burnout. In a
series of studies I have been conducting
on employee burnout. I have found it is
possible to plot the components of burnout. As time goes by, employees become
worth more and more to the organization—until they reach a certain point and
start to lose their value. Why would an
employee lose value? One of the major
ingredients is probably a lack of training, job enrichment, rotation or
enlargement to keep an employee interested. Employees are bored doing the
same thing day in and day out. Another
reason could be that the manager isn't
expanding responsibilities by allowing
employees to make decisions. Instead,
the owner tells employees what to do
through every phase of the job. Burned
out employees have higher levels of absenteeism and turnover. They will leave
for a more interesting job or call in sick
because they just can't face another boring day doing the same things again.
Burnout affects the owner of the business as well as the employees. The average
employee burns out every five years, so
does the average small business owner.
Are you burned out? If the manager or
owner is burned out, it spreads like the flu.
You need to turn yourself around.

new components to increase their productivity. The same care and attention
should be paid to increase employee productivity. Train them in new facets of
tree care and refresh their initial training. Just as an engine needs periodic
tuning, employees develop bad habits
over time.

money for two reasons—to attract employees and retain them. You can't use
money to motivate them, however. They
will be motivated by being challenged on
thejob by new learning experiences.

D

. Training increases productivity.
You oil machines, maintain them and add

ArborWare software users...

ArborVare

• Track unlimited customer transactions from
order, invoice, A/R, plant inventory, work
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e Training helps retention. If employees are not being challenged, they
will burn out and leave. Losing welltrained employees is especially critical
for commercial tree care companies.
since training is extensive and expensive.
It would be better (and cheaper) to add
to current training programs, so you can
challenge your employees, which may
help prevent burnout and turnover.

To Order Call (800) 94-ARBOR

or Fax/24 hrs (916) 852 5800
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Training increases motivation.
Frederick Hertzberg developed what he
calls the 'motivation hygiene theory."
He insists that money doesn't motivate.
it only keeps people on the job. Use
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Training helps in planning.
Planning is a function and a tool of management. A lot of managers say, "I don't
plan, because it is not that important."
American employees don't plan much either. They get up in the morning, go to
work, go home, eat and go to bed. Does
that sound like your pattern?
There are three questions you must answer to improve your planning.
Where are you in your business today? To answer this question, you need to
determine: what kind of training you have;
what kind of employees you have; what
your strengths and weaknesses are; and
what strengths and weaknesses your employees have.
Where do you want to be tomorrow?
How you are going to achieve the
goals you have established.
Training is part of the plan. If you invest money in training employees, you will
achieve your goal of earning a profit.

F

Ar Training saves money. Training
saves money because it will help you

avoid OSHA fines. And training will
help you save on your training budget
because well-trained, satisfied employees are less likely to leave, so you won't
have to spend more money training new
hires. Almost everyone in the tree care
industry has spent time and money training employees in CPR or getting them
certified—only to have them leave. If
training is ongoing and employees are
challenged, they will be less likely to
leave you in a never-ending training
cycle of new recruits.
The motivators of a job are the things
that ignite and excite your employees.
These are things such as: how employees feel about the job; pride in their job;
and pride in being a part of your business. Challenges include opportunities
for growth and advancement. Remember, advancement doesn't necessarily
mean higher pay. A five percent raise
won't ignite people to work five percent
harder. They will feel good for three days
then wonder what they will get next year.
Recognition of a job well done is better
than a one-time bonus.
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Training builds trust and respect.
Power, authority, accountability and responsibility are an important part of
training. As a matter of a fact, you should
be training your employees in these concepts. For instance, what is the difference
between power and authority? Do you have
all the power in your company? Do your
managers have power and authority or do
you, as the owner, make all the critical
decisions?
A lot of people think power and authority are the same thing. They are not. Power
is the capacity to influence another person.
Authority is the right to act and make decisions about a job. All employees have to
be given authority, but first they have to
be trained on what to do with it. Out at a
job site with the crew, the supervisor must
have the right to make decisions.

H

ArTraining establishes authority and
responsibility.
Ken Blanchard, author of The One
Minute Manager and The One Minute
Manager and Leadership, describes what

Ile calls situational manacenient or situational leadership. He describes different
levels of employee leadership based on
their maturity level. How mature are your
employees? If you feel you have to stay
on top of them all the time, then they aren't
too mature. Are you treating them as children, mere tools, or are you encouraging
them to take responsibility? Remember to
hold them accountable.
According to Blanchard, maturity means
a willingness and the ability to do the job.
Blanchard identifies four different degrees
of maturity: Ml. M2, M3 and M4.
Ml employees are brand-new hires off
the Street. They probably have low ability, because they have had no training and
do not know company policies or goals.
M2 employees have some level of training and commitment, making them more
valuable to the company.
M3 employees have even more training.
They are the people in whom you have
developed a higher level of commitment
and responsibility to your business.
M4 employees are superstars with a high
degree of \villingne'o and ability. Think of

an employee you have right now who
could be considered an M4. This is the
person that you can turn a job over to and
be certain it will be done well. You should
be actively moving all of your employees
toward this level. How?
Many managers believe new employees
need a lot of positive reinforcement.
Blanchard disagrees, since they have not
earned it. When they progress from Ml to
M2, you may offer positive reinforcers.
since you are rewarding movement.
Blanchard also cautions employers that
once employees reach M4 status, they
don't necessarily stay there. You must
keep them engaged through training and
delegation of responsibility—then hold
them accountable. Blanchard also notes
that M4 employees who are promoted to
manager become Ml workers again in
their more demanding jobs. Too many
times in our organizations we promote our
great employees thinking they will make
great managers. If they stumble and fall.
the fault is yours because you failed to train
them in their new duties. For a more detailed description of this process. I highly

recommends B lanchard s hooks.

Training makes employees accountable. Training allows you to hold
employees accountable for results. If they
are trained and given authority, they should
be held responsible. If you give employees the right to do the job, as adults not
children, you can hold them accountable.

J

AV Training builds a team. You will
never hire an individual who has the same
commitment to the success of the business
as the owner. A paid employee simply does
not have the same level of commitment.
What an owner can do is build commitment
to a team within the business. If a manager
allows employees to assist in planning,
setting goals and developing objectives,
they will develop a commitment to the
success of the team. Have you ever heard
an employees say 'Hey, I am done. Does
anyone need help?" That is a team member. A group member would say "It's not
my job. I wasn't hired to do that."
There are some very good books available on team building training, which will

Safe&.,.,.SkilL....Productiviv.....
With ArborMaster Training,
you can master all three!
* Introductory & Advanced Climbing Skills
* Chainsaw Safety & Cutting Techniques
* Introductory & Advanced Rigging
* Pruning, Cabling & Bracing Skills
* Ground Skills & Aerial Support
* Emergency Response

Training hic.

And watch your bottom line grow!
Phone: 860-429-5028

Fax: 860429-5058 E-mail: ArborMastrCa

Web: www.ArborMaster.com
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help convert a group of people into a team.
I strongly encourage business owners to
read them.

3. How do you start?
There are two different resources from
which business owners can draw in advancing a training program. One is with
internal resources. First and foremost, the
business owner should be a trainer. The
owner knows the job and what the
company's goals are. The owner should
share those goals with employees and involve employees in devising the
company's budget or writing up their job
descriptions.
As the owner, you might think that you
don't have the time to train employees, but
recall the five resources of management—
manpower should not be neglected.
Managers and supervisors should also be
utilized as internal training resources. If
you haven't developed a mentoring program where supervisors take new recruits
under their wings (and are made responsible for their success), you should look
into starting one.

As for external resources, some
Chambers of Commerce offer very ef fective training, not only of
management and supervisors, but employees also. Your local community
college is another external resource. I
don't know what your community college does, but I'd be willing to bet they
have quite a number of classes designed to help small business owners.
The college where I teach has a program called Business Seminars. If
your local community college has such
classes, why not pay employees to take
them? Many community colleges will
establish classes on specific topics
suggested by business people. You
probably think this type of training is
costly, but you have to weigh costs
against potential increases in profits.
An organization like the National Arborist Association is another external
resource. Next time you attend a conference such as TCI EXPO, bring three
or four employees with you. It may be
costly, but it will pay a return. I know
of one small business organization that

gives employees training tapes to listen to in
the car as they drive to work. The Small Business Administration has a lot of training tapes
and classes, many of which are free.
No matter the source of training, the focus
should be on employees as resources. Spend
as much time, energy and money developing employees as the business spends on
machinery. If you don't, the chances of success in business are small because emplovee,
will help a business earn a profit
There are a lot of resources in the marketplace that will help a business owner
turn a group of individuals into a smoothly
functioning team dedicated to advancing
the bottom line of the business. Yes, it takes
time for the owner to read and become educated, but that process should be part of
your training.
Robert Ash is a professor ojmanagemeiit
and business at San Diego Canyon College
in Orange, Calif. He is the principal for Ash
and Associates, specializing in employee
management and supervision training. This
article was excerpted and adapted from a
leacture at TCI EXPO '98.
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West: Emery, Utah
1-800-585-7959
Daily 8:00 am. to 6:00 p.m.
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for more than 25 years. We even have one
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pollution and pesticide/herbicide applicator.
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What is Pollard'ing ?,
By Cass Turnbull

ollarding is a form of "pruning
art." A special ornamental effect
is achieved in keeping a big tree
small. The large caliper trunk is strongly
contrasted by a relatively small, compact
crown. Some trees are pollarded to accentuate secondary features, increasing
leaf size, or stimulating bright barked
water sprouts. Correct pollarding is
achieved through species selection, early
training and extensive, dedicated annual
maintenance. As with most pruning art,
pollarded trees are rarely planted as individuals. They are best suited to mass
plantings or as part of an overall formal
design.

p

Pollarding versus topping
Pollarding is not the same as tree topping, and everyone who aspires to be taken
seriously as an arborist needs to be clear
on the difference. Pollarding bears a superficial resemblance to tree topping. But then,
surgery looks a lot like a mugging to the
untrained eye. In both cases, somebody
puts a knife in the subject's stomach and
relieves him of all his money. Pollarding.
like topping, eliminates the natural beauty
of a tree's branch structure. It is extremely
high maintenance, just like tree topping.
Pollard heac. Swollen head must never be cut.
Unlike topping, it maintains the long-term
health of the tree.
In Europe, pollarded trees have survived
500 years, actually living longer than their natural counterparts.
Pollarding began in Europe as a practical way to harvest
This is not an endorsement of pollarding. No one in this day
wood
fiber without killing the tree. A young deciduous tree
and age can guarantee consistency in tree care for 500 years.
would be headed back at a point above the reach of foraging
And, like topped trees, pollarded trees become dangerous when
deer and livestock, and then regrown. The resulting water
they are abandoned. No matter how strong the resolve or good
sprouts (also called "suckers" by some) would be cut off evthe intentions of a current tree owner or arborist, most of these
ery
year or two for use as animal fodder, made into baskets
trees will eventually fall into the hands of those who are unand brooms, or bundled together for firewood. Soon the tree
willing to maintain them, or, worse yet, unwilling to take them
would form a callused knob from which the water sprouts
out

How did it start?
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would regrow. Water sprouts regrow annually from dormant buds on the pollard
head and are cut off again and again at
their points of origin.
Many forms of pruning art
started as agricultural endeavors.
Coppicing (cutting a tree or shrub
to the ground routinely) was origi-

nally invented for the same reasons as
pollarding. Espalier (pruning a plant to
two dimensions, such as against a wall)
was done for efficient fruit production.
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People are attracted to natural things that
have been highly manipulated. Bonsai
combines the appeal of highly manipulated nature with another basic human
affinity—miniaturization. One
can easily imagine
the aristocracy of
old Europe seizing
upon the notion of
a "big tree kept
small" and planting miles and
miles of them
along their narrow
boulevards and
throughout castle
erounds. These
endless rows of
lollipops were for
their pleasure and
amusement. Never
mind the incredible amounts of
repetitive. mindless labor they required.
Serf labor was pleiiti fu I and cheap.

Photos courtesy of CassTurnbull

Pollarded plane trees at
Filoli. Trees are part of a
formal design—utilizing
the right tree, properly
pruned.
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How is it done?
• Correct Species
The right species must be used. Traditionally, pollarded species include
Planes, Sycamores, Pawlonia, Catalpa,
Linden, Ailanthus, and Aesculus.
Essential First Cut
•
The trunk or branches are headed back to

Big Shot
Able to leap tail canopies
In a single bound!
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Patent Pending

Sec your local dealer
or call

Im800m525 8873
m
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activity. It is a form of pruning art. As
such, it needs to be part of a larger, for mal landscape design. There are famous
rows of pollarded trees in Golden Gate
Park, and the stately rows of pollarded
planes at Filoli are quite impressive.
Even the individual pollarded trees along
the narrow streets of San Francisco look
appropriate against the ornate ginger bread buildings. But as one moves out
to the more typical American suburbs,
pollarding, even done correctly, looks
anachronistic at best. It's like keeping an
Eiffel Tower in your backyard. It just
doesn't work. Pollarded trees look right
in formal gardens, especially public gardens where they have half a chance of
receiving the needed continuum of care.
To determine whether a tree is pollarded or not. ask the following
questions:
Is a correct species used?
Are all cuts during the life of the
tree under 1 inch in diameter?
Does it have a pollard head(s)?
Are sprouts removed every year?
Was it chosen and planted in this
spot to be used as a formal pollard? (In
other words, is it part of a larger overall
formal design like a rose garden, castle
grounds or boulevard?

the branch may break. Other styles exist, including vertical and "free form."
• Sprout removal
Sprouts that regrow from the pollard
head are removed every year. Annual
upkeep is also essential for success. Removing the sprouts every year from the
time the tree is young ensures that the
tree never becomes dependent on more
canopy than it can grow in one year.
Furthermore, if sprouts are left to become older, they develop heartwood and
become less able to react to the cutting,
once again allowing rot to enter the tree.
At the base of each sprout a small
bulge or collar can be seen where it attaches to the pollard head. Cut to it, but
not into it. On the other hand, don't leave
stubs. In other words—don't cut too
close or too far, but just right.
Most books and articles on the topic of
pollarding say to remove all the sprouts
either in the early or late winter, depending on whether or not the view desired in
the tree's dormancy is of a thick canopy
of sprouts or of the barren pollard heads.
This has been the procedure since pollardML, bean.

Context
Pollarding

is

no longer a utilitarian

6) Is it likely that the tree will have
the sprouts removed every year through
several owners?

Objections to real pollarding
One problem with pollarding is that it
validates people's desire to make trees
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shorter. Ask anyone who runs a tree ser vice and they will tell you that the
number one reason people want to top
their trees is because "they're too big."
Once people see pollarded trees, they
want to do it. They don't know or care
that it's not really pollarding, but tree
topping, they are doing. It's the same
problem with topiary. If sculpted shrubs
were contained to a few, well-done formal gardens, it wouldn't bother anybody.
It's the fact that millions of innocent
shrubs are routinely sheared into empty
and meaningless globes and boxes that
drives horticulturists crazy.
Trees commonly subjected to ritual
mutilations of the quasi -pollarding sort
are: hawthorns in Seattle, mulberries in
California and crape Myrtles all over the
South. The fact that these trees can withstand repeated headings, tippings,
toppings, and pollardings, doesn't make
it right. It just means they survive. The
"quasi-pollarding" problem is corn-

pounded by the fact that horticulturists,
who should know better, sometimes recommend these treatments in print. This
is one reason pollarding—including how
and why to do it—needs to be very
clearly defined.
It should be mentioned that many, and
perhaps even most, educated tree lovers do
not find true poilarding objectionable. Dr.
Alex Shigo is one, this author is another.

Wrong reason
The final objection to "real" pollarding is that it's often done for the wrong
reasons. It is increasingly used to mitigate the results of poor design (as
advocated in Arnold's book Trees in
Urban Design, a textbook for landscape
architects). Specifically, trees are overplanted or situated in areas that cannot
accommodate their mature sizes. Instead
of removing half the trees, bad planning
gets followed up with a lifetime of dubious pruning. Ii's true that the owners of

mis-sited trees are often adamant that
their trees be kept. But to let them dictate the terms of professionalism is a
mistake. Once one starts the program, he
or she locked in and, by participating, is
assumed to be endorsing it. If we are to
ever stop common over-planting, someone, somewhere will have to start
standing firm.
There's a time and a place for pollarding. For the most part, the time is the 18th
century and the place is Europe. A few
rows of trees in formal gardens in the
United States should be sufficient for us
to marvel at what can be done to trees
when resources are unlimited. There
nothing wrong with planting a tree to ft
pollarded in a formal garden. But first
must be able to identify true pollarding
and truly comprehend the work that goes
into it.
Cass Turnbull is founder of
PlantAmnestv in Seattle, Wash.
TCI

IML - Instrument Mechanic Labor, Inc.
is proud to present

Prof. Dr. Claus Mattheck*
Hydraulically powered pruning tools
by

TOL incorporated

• Patented design
• Durable
• Unique 3600 swivel for easy twisting
• Field tested and proven

For a professional seminar series on

The Body Language of Trees
including the Visual Tree Assessment (VTA) technique.
All attendees will be given a free Stupsi book - 'a children's book for adults"

Seminar Dates:
Detroit, MI • June 9, 10 1999
IPhiladeiphia, PA • June 7, 8 1999
ISeattle, WA • June 11, 12 1999 San Francisco, CA • June 14, 15 1999
Who Should Attend?

I
TOL incorporated, Tulare CA 93274 USA
Phone: (559) 686-2844 • (800) 732-2142
Fax: (559) 685-1006
www.tol-inc.com

I

Please call for more detailed information
Phone • 888-514-8851

Fax • 770-514-8851

*In the event Dr. Mattheck cannot attend, the seminar will be rescheduled
Please circle I on Reader Service Card
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Practitioners, supervisors, managers, Researchers and administrators involved in
boriculture, Forestry, Landscape Architecture, Environmental Engineering and Risk
Management within public and private sector Landscapes.
The ISA and Western Chapter of ISA will be giving CEU credits for this must-see
seminar. The ISA will be giving 6.5 hours for day 1 and 4.0 hours for day 2.
Western Chapter will be giving 6.5 hours for day I and 3.5 for day 2

Please circle 34 on Reader Sers ice Card
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It's Not Too Early to Register
forTCI EXPO'99
Careful planning is a good way to get
what you want, and we know you'll want
to attend TCI EXPO '99, Nov. 4-6, 1999
in Indianapolis.
While not all the details of this year's
meeting are available yet, some of the important ones are. The dates of the trade
show and seminars are Thursday, Nov. 4
through Saturday, Nov. 6. The trade show
will be preceded by a day-long manager's
workshop on Wednesday, Nov. 3. Career
Fair and student competition events will be
held concurrent with the trade show and
seminars.
The Indianapolis area is well served by
a number of airlines. We've selected US
Airways as the primary airline, which is
offering special discounted fares to TCI

1j\j\\j

i]i
jj.\\j\J \fij
Fanno International

\-7

EXPO meeting attendees. To make your
reservation, call US Airways Meeting and
Convention Reservation Center at 1-800334-8644 and reference the National
Arborist Association's Gold File #
19611030. Northwest/KLM Airlines has
been selected as the alternate air carrier.
Special discounts have been arranged on
your air transportation. To take advantagc
of this special offer, please call their Meeting Services Reservation Desk at
1-800-328-1111 and refer to WorldFile
NMNB7. Following these instructions will
ensure you receive the best possible price
on your ticket.
The host hotel for TCI EXPO '99 is the
Omni Severin, which can be reached at
317-634-6664. Accommodations are also
available at the C'rowne Plaza at 317-631 2221. Both are offering attendees a rate of
$90 single/double occupancy. The Omni
offers more urban sophistication, while the
Crowne Plaza, on the site of a former railroad station, offers a distinctive
atmosphere. Both are within easy walking
distance of the Convention Center.
Space is limited, so make your reservation early. Be sure to reference the
National Arborist AssociationlTCl EXPO
room block when making your reservations.
Information on alternative accommodations is available by calling Carol
Crossland at 1-800-733-2622, ext. 106.

Stump
Cutters -

BuL , from the Original Manufacturer

fG

Stump Claw Teeth

Round Reversible
Pockets

New SMART
Pockets

800 421-5985
Border City rool& Manufacturing Co.
23325 BLACKSTONE WARREN, MI 48089-2575
810/ 758-5574 . 800/421-5985
810/ 758-7829
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Robert Phillips demonstrates technique
while Sharon Lilly (center) of ISA and
Ken Palmer (right) observe a runthrough of a scene.

New Video Series
in Production
In late April. filming was completed
for an upcoming training video program
that will help the employer teach fundamental climbing techniques and safety to
new climbers.
This program will be the first in a series of cooperative ventures between the
NAA and International Society of Arboriculture (ISA). The project was
underwritten by Husqvarna.
The talent in this five-part video will
be Ken Palmer and Rip Tompkins of
ArborMaster Training, Inc., an NAA
Associate Member, and Robert Phillips
of Pacific Slope Tree Co-Op, Inc., an
NAA Active Member. Ken and Rip have
participated in many of ISA's recent
training videos, and Robert was one of
the presenters in NAA's Rigging video
series.
The program is scheduled for release
this fall, and will be sold by both organizations.
TCI
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TO magazine invites you to
photocopy this article and
hand it out to your clients. Attach your business card here.
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One of the last great values
in America:

rees and all things green add so
much to our lives—beauty, serenity, and healthy air to breathe. Professional arborists stand ready to insure
that these immeasurably valuable resources remain healthy. These men
and women represent one of the best
values in America. Perhaps the last
best value.
Why? Where else can you find
and employ a professional who offers so much value at such a
reasonable cost? If you consider the
cost of hiring a professional arborist
in comparison to the price of other
professional services, you will come
to appreciate the true bargain that
tree care represents. A hair cut and
styling, for example, can easily cost
$35. Mechanical work on your vehicle or boat will run from $50 per
hour and up. Plumbers and electricians will charge as much or more
for their services.
Next time you receive a quote
from a professional arborist, consider the following:
The insurance industry rates an
arborist's tree climbing activity as
hazardous as a mine worker or a
high steelworker building a skyscraper. As a result of this rating,
the premium costs for workers'
compensation insurance can take
five to eight percent of every sales
dollar the arborist receives. In
some states, the costs are considerably higher. This coverage is
meant to protect the working arborist and the homeowner.

V. .

EXPERT TREE CARE
By Howard Eckel
44
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A professional arborist will be pleased
to provide clients with a copy of the
company's Certificate of Insurance for
public liability and property damage. This
policy protects property owners in the
event of a mishap. Homeowners should
never hire a tree care company that is unwilling to produce a Certificate of
Liability! Cost of this policy, along with
mandatory payroll taxes covering the
employer's Social Security contribution
plus state and federal unemployment taxes.
will account for another ten to 15 percent
of that sales dollar.
Countless property owners have discovered (to their great regret) that the "tree
man" they hired to take down a tree over hanging their garage had no insurance.
This discovery is usually made after the
tree has crashed through the iree -,ind the
culprit has disappeared.
If you have been wise cnuui!i
ciiipIe'
a professional arborist, you have engage
the services of someone who has met stan dards of excellence and proficiency in
skills such as First Aid; CPR; safe work
methods and procedures; how to preform
an aerial rescue; and working adjacent to
the hazardous energized wires entering
your home or building. They must also be
aware of and adhere to all Federal OSHA
safety requirements. They must pass applicable state criteria and be licensed to
transport and apply any materials required
in disease and insect control programs.
To be proficient in these areas, they have
undertaken extensive training from other
professionals, completed required correspondence courses, attended training
seminars and passed exams that demonstrate their knowledge in all phases of
arboriculture.
And yes, these well-qualified arborists
are treated as professionals by their employer. Paid holidays, vacations.
contributory pension and hospitalization
plans are provided. These costs, along with
an individual's compensation, can total 35
percent to 50 percent of the sales dollar.
Modern equipment and tools used today
by an arborist to obtain the greatest efficiency and safety represent a major
financial investment by the company you
have hired to perform tree work. Hand
tools and power saws costing hundreds of
dollars only have an effective working life
of months before they must be replaced or
overhauled. Brush chippers, used to create environmentally favorable wood chips,
can cost as much as $25,000. Trucks for

tools, towing, carrying people and debris
or chips can run as much as $45,000. Aerial
lift trucks can cost as much as $100,000.
There are hidden costs involved with major equipment as well, since it must be
housed and maintained properly in order
to meet rigid safety standards. Fifteen to
20 percent of every sales dollar is spent on
owning and maintaining equipment.
The professional arborist will have an
investment of hundreds of thousands of
dollars at the ready to care and preserve
your valuable trees and all things green.
All told, these expenses equal far more than
the cost of a pair of scissors or a set of
wrenches. And a valuable landscape tree
will remain beautiful far longer than your
last haircut or new car!
The reality is that trees not properly
maintained can be dangerous. A professional arborist has been trained to read
the clues which indicate a tree is prone
to failure. The professional arborist truly
does represent the last great value in
America.
Howard L. Eckel is a iiiiinageiiien concultant and owner of Howard L. Eckel&
Associates in St. Michaels, Md.
TCI

Tips on Becoming an Intelligent Tree Care Consumer
Here are some tips on how to hire good
professional help:
Start with the arborists that are listed
in the phone book. Don't place much emphasis on the size of the yellow pages
ad—some of the most reputable firms
rely almost entirely on word-of-mouth
advertising. Look instead for what the ad
tells you about the company: number of
years in business, professional affiliations, licences, certification, etc. Avoid
companies that advertise topping, an injurious and unacceptable practice.
Seek recommendations from people
who have had professional tree care work
done in the past.
You should be aware that the credentials of someone calling himself an
arborist can vary widely. Don't just hire
someone with a chain saw who knocks
on your door! Look for the company displaying the credentials of a professional.
When you meet with the arbonst:
• Ask to see current certificates of liability and workers' compensation
insurance, if applicable.

• Ask for references, and check on the
quality of their work and level of service.
• Don't be lured by a bargain, don't pay
in advance, and do get another estimate
or opinion of the needed work.
• Insist on a signed contract as to cost,
dates when work is to be performed, and
exactly what is to be done.
• Insist that climbing spikes are used
only if the tree is to be cut down: they
damage the tree.
An easy way to find a tree care service
provider in your area is to use the National Arborist Association's Locate your
local NAA member companies program.
You can use this program by calling the
NAA at 1-800-733-2622 or by doing a
zip code search on their web site,
www.natlarb.com . When you hire an
NAA-member tree care company. you
are assured that the company you are hiring has access to the most recent
information on tree care practices, and
you are assured that the company you are
hiring is insured and/or bonded to protect you and your valuable property.

With more than 10,000 products
for tree care professionals, we're
within reach.
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For more than fifty years, Forestry Suppliers has been outfitting outdoor professionals like
yourself with the finest instruments, tools and equipment they need to make them more
productive and make their jobs faster and easier.
For tree care applications, Forestry Suppliers, Inc. is truly your one-stop source for quality
products from increment borers and penetrometers to safety chaps and tree-climbing devices.
And that's just the beginning! Our Arboriculture, Horticulture and Grounds Maintenance catalog
eatures 96 pages of quality products and timely reference, all backed by our own friendly
.istomer service, superior technical support and a 100% satisfaction guarantee.
Discover Forestry Suppliers for yourself. Call today and request your free copy ofor
our catalog and you'll see that we've got exactly what you need, when you need t' /

=400
Catalog Request

1-800-360-7788
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Internet listing of tree care products and services providers
ACRT, Inc.

American Arborist Supplies Inc.

Arbortech, Stahl Corporation

E-MAIL: askacrt@acrtinc.com
WEB: http://www.acrtinc.com

E-MAIL: aas@arborist.com
WEB: http://www.arborist.com

WEB: http://www.aip.comlarhortech

AD! Tools, Div of TOL Incorporated

The American Group - Samson Div.

WEB: http://www.arborwear.com

E-MAIL: contact@tol-inc.com
WEB: www.tol-inc.com

E-MAIL: custserv@theamericangroup.com
WEB: http://www.theamericangroup.com

Ariens Co./Gravely International

Aerial Lift, Inc.

AMVAC Chemical
E-MAIL: jmbruriner@aol.com

E-MAIL: aerialinfo@aol.com
WEB: http://www.aeriallift.com

Arborwear Inc.

E-MAIL: info@gravely.com
WEB: http://www.gravely.com

Armstrong Hydraulic Repairs Inc.

Arbor Computer Systems

E-MAIL: cgehman @ voicenet.com

Agape Designs

E-MAIL: arborcomputer@compuserve.com

E-MAIL: Agapetrees@msn.com
WEB: http://www.agapetree-tees.com

Arbor Direct LLC

WEB: HTTP://www.theassociates.com

E-MAIL: jong@ arbordirect.com
WEB: http://www.arbordirect.com

B & B Manufacturing

Altec Industries Inc.
WEB: http://www.altec.com

ArborMasterTM Training, Inc.
E-MAIL: ArborMastr@aol.com
WEB: http://www.ArborMaster.com

ArborSystems, LLC
WEB: http://www.arborsystemsllc.com

Arbortech
WEB: http://www.aip.com/arbortech
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The Associates

E-Mail: bbmfg@sprynet.com
WEB: www.sprynet.com/sprvnet/hhmft

B & G Equipment
E-MAIL: esnell@bgequip
WEB: http://www.bgequip.ci

Bailey's
E-MAIL: bbaileys-online.com
WEB: http://www.bbaileys-online.com
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By Reid Golcisborough
As a business with products and services to sell, you might
look at the Internet as a dream come true. Just take a look at
some of the ads. "Reach Millions for Pennies!" scream the headlines of e-mail messages hawking bulk e-mail services.
Don't buy it.
If you have Internet access, you've probably also received
other e-mail advertising. Ever noticed that it's never from a
business you've heard of? That's because bulk e-mail, also called
junk e-mail or spam, is regarded by the Internet community as
intrusive and unethical, same as unsolicited bulk faxing. Legitimate businesses don't spam.
But there are still ways to harness the power and reach of the
Internet to get your marketing message across to those interested. The key is using the Web, not e-mail.
Unlike unsolicited bulk e-mail, people visit a Web site voluntarily. You can, therefore, promote yourself openly without
risking the negative consequences of e-mail advertising.
Still, to make the most of the Web, your site needs to
look professional, and most important, be useful. Unlike
with traditional advertising, people expect Web sires to
serve up more than self-serving messages touting your
offerings and expertise.
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The worst mistake you can make here is to think of your site
as an online ad or brochure. It's far better to treat it as a newsletter or arcade that provides useful information or compelling
entertainment—"content," to use the vernacular. You could, for
instance, provide tips on how homeowners can promote the
health of their trees.
You should also provide a way for visitors to your Web site
to send you e-mail. On the Internet, interactivity is king, and
there's little more frustrating for Web surfers than finding a cool
site and not being able to find out more or leave a message asking you to provide an estimate for trees that need pruning.
Be sure to respect people's time. Until high-speed Internet
access from the cable and telephone companies becomes widespread, don't bog down your site with overlarge
bandwidth-clogging graphics. Confronted with huge images that
paint on their screen at glacial speed, many visitors will quickly
move on to another site.
Once you've created a Web site, you need to let the Internet
community know about it, an increasingly difficult task with
the millions of Web sites out there. "If you build it, they're not
necessarily going to come," says Jill Ellsworth. Ph.D., co-author
of The New Internet Business Book.
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Baker Equipment Engineering Company

Climb Axe, Ltd.

EnginAire

WEB: http://bakerequipment.com

E-MAIL: climbaxe@aracnet.com

E-MAIL: cleanair@enginaire.com

Bandit Industries, Inc.

Corona Clipper

Engine Distributors Inc.

E-MAIL: brushbandit@eclipsetel.com
WEB: http://www.banditchippers.com

E-MAIL: sales@coronaclipper.com
jreisbek@coronaclipper.com
WEB: http://www.coronaclipper.com

E-MAIL: ADEMARCO@EDI-DIST.COM

Bashlin Industries Inc.
E-MAIL: sales@bashlin.com
WEB: http://www.bashlin.com

Ben Meadows Company
E-MAIL: Mail@benrneadows.com
WEB: http://www.benmeadows.com

Bishop Company
E-MAIL: Bishco@aol.com

Brink's Mfg. Co., Inc./VAN LADDER
E-MAIL: bgaudian@smig.net
WEB: http://www.vanladder.com

Buccaneer Rope Company
E-MAIL: bucrope@Hiwaa y .net

Buckingham Mfg. Company, Inc.
E-MAIL: sales@buckinghammfg.com

J. P. Canton Company, Div. DAF,Inc.
WEB: http://www.stumpcutters.com

Cleary Chemical
E-MAIL: Balvarez@aol.com
\VEB: http://www.clearvchernical.com

Creative Automation Solutions
E-MAIL: mas@creativeautomation.net
dianac@creativeautomation.net
WEB: http://www.creativeautomation.net

CUES, Inc.

Excalibur DMM
E-MAIL: xcalibur@inconnect.com
WEB: http://www.dmm.wales.com

Excel Industries Inc.
E-MAIL: kraney@excelhusler.com
WEB: http://www.excelhustler.com

Fanno Saw Works

E-MAIL: info@cuesnet.com
WEB: http://www.cuesnet.com

E-MAIL: info@fannosaw.com
WEB: http://www.fannosaw.com

Cutter's Choice

Fecon Resource Recovery Equipment

WEB: http://www.cutterschoice.com

Deep Root Partners, L.P.
E-MAIL: deeproot@earthlink.net
WEB: http://www.deeproot.com

Deutz Corporation
E-MAIL: mendoza.g@deutz.de
WEB: http://www.deutz.de

The Doggett Corporation

E-MAIL: Fecon@Fuse.net
WEB: http://www.Fecon.com

Fehr Brothers Industries
mac @ fehr.com
WEB: http://www.fehr.com

First Sierra Financial Inc.
E-MAIL: eileengresens@firstsierra.com
WEB: http://www.firstsierra.com

E-MAIL: rmell@compuserve.com
WEB: http://www.DOGGEYT.NET

FMC Corporation-APG Specialty
Products

Doskocil Industries, Inc.

E-MAIL: arden_bull@fmc.com

WEB: http://www.dosko.com

You should first get your site listed at Web directory and search
sites such as Yahoo, at http://www.yahoo.com . You can do this
manually by visiting individual sites, or you can use a Web-based
service to get listed by multiple sites.
Submit It, at http://www.submit-it.com , is one such service.
You can use it to automatically submit your site to 10 different
search and announcement services for free, or pay to reach hundreds more.
Another common technique is to negotiate a trade with complimentary, noncompetitive sites. If you buy most of your trees
from a particular nursery, you might trade links or banner ads with
their Web site. If you are a member of the National Arborist Association, you can request a direct link with the association's site.
Sites such as LinkExchange, at http://www.linkexchange.com , can
help automate this process.
You can find Web sites with similar demographics and
ps\ chographics as your own through affiliate marketing sites.
Examples include LinkShare, at http://www.linkshare.com . and
Be Free, at http://www.befree.com .
You can also leave messages in relevant discussion groups, such
as Usenet newsgroups and mailing lists. "How to Find the Right
Place to Post." at http://www.cs.ruu.nl/wais/html/na-dir/
fThding-groups/general.html. provides guidance in finding the right
Usenet newsgroups. Liszt, at http://www.liszt.com . lets you search
for relevant mailing lists and newsgroups.
But don't just leave a hit-and-run ad—that will get you nowhere.
YOU ha e to schn ()/C. d\ s \ Iarcia Yudk in. author of the hook

continued on next page

'iIurkeriiig Online: Lou Co.si, High Yield Strategies fr Sum/I
Businesses and Professionals.
It's best to start friendly conversations that give you an
opportunity to eventually mention what you're trying to promote. Be sure to provide useful non-marketing information
before pitching. Include the address of your Web site and
other contact information in your sig, the short "signature"
that many news and e-mail programs let you automatically
append to the end of your messages.
Finally, don't ignore the traditional media. Include your Web
and e-mail addresses on your business card and in brochures,
print ads and the other promotional materials you create.
Despite the hype, the Internet is no panacea. It won't automatically help you make money fast. But used intelligently, it
can help you connect with people in the market for what you
have to offer.
For more information, check out Web Marketing Today, at
http://www.wilsonweb.comlwmt , and Web Promote Weekly, at
http://www.webpromote.com/wpweekly . You can also find
other sites about Internet marketing through Yahoo, at http://
www.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/Internet/
Business_and_Economics/Advertising_on_Web_and_Intemet.
Reid Goldsborough is a syndicated columnist and author

of the book Straight Talk About the Information Superhighway. He can be reached at reidgold@netaxs.com or http://
Ill 0 0l/)C1S.1l0111 0.1101/10
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Forestry Equipment of Shelby, Inc.
E-MAIL: FE2@Shelby.net

Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
E-MAIL: fsi@foi-estry-suppliers.com
WEB: http://www.forestry-suppliers.com

Gravely International
E-MAIL: info@gravely.com
WEB: http://www.gravely.com

Green Manufacturing Inc.
E-MAIL: green@cdlcorp.com
WEB: http://
www.greenmanufacturing.com

The Green Oil Company, Inc.
E-MAIL: ira.pierce@cenet.org
WEB: http://www.cerf.org/greenoil

Growtech, Inc.
E-MAIL: info@growtech-inc.com
WEB: http://www.growtech-inc.com

Growth Products, Ltd.

A CUT ABOVE
For the finest brush cutters,
point cut pruners, pole pruners and
replacement poles, you can't beat
P-F technology.
Pruner blades are made of tough
forged alloy tool steel,
heat-treated for
exceptionally long life.
Bo th blades cut
for easier operation
and to avoid unnecessary damage to bark
and cambium
while promoting
quick healing.
Pruner poles
have snug-fitting,
locking sleeves
that won't snag
leaves or branches.
P-F tools: a cut
above the rest.
Get our catalog.
Call 508-835-3766.
(

(

(

Husqvarna Forest & Garden Company
E-MAIL: SteveHusky@aol.com
WEB: http://www.husqvarna.com
IML- Instrument Mechanic Labor, Inc.
E-MAIL: sales @ mindspring. corn
WEB: http://www.imlusa.com

ImpleMax Equipment Co., Inc.
E-MAIL: sales@implemax.com
WEB: http://www.implemax.com

Independent Protection Company
E-MAIL: Info@IPCLP.com
WEB: http://www.IPCLP.com

Gyro-Trac, Inc.

John Bean Sprayers
E-MAIL: johnbeanddurand-wivIind.c un

E-MAIL: gyrotrac@gyrotrac.com
WEB: http://www.gyrotrac.com

WEB: www.jamesoncorp.com

Karl Kuemmerling, Inc.
E-MAIL: kuemmerlingvi cto.n
WEB: http://www.karlkuemmei , ,,

i

i z,-_,.-k)iii

Landscape Management
E-MAIL: sgibson@advanstar.com

Finally, a good reason
to wear pants.
,

Leonardi Teeth
E-MAIL:leonardimfg @ worldnet.att.net

Levco Manufacturers, Inc.

r1

E-MAIL: Levcoi@aol.com
WEB: http://www.Levco.com

'4
I

f

Lund Tech, Inc.
WEB: http://www.grappleattachrnent.com

Fred Marvin Associates
E-MAIL: fma@pruner.com
WEB: http://www.pruner.com

J. J. Mauget. Company
E-MAIL: rnauget@mauget.com
WEB: http://www.mauget.com

Midwest Arborist Supplies

Treat yourself or your employees to
industrial apparel that wears like iron, but doesn ' t
compromise freedom of movement or comfort.

~,rC e
Af, if
Ck
1

ar

Toll Free: 888-578-TREE (8733)

A division of Lowell Corporation

visit our web site at www.arborwear.com
or email us at info@arborwear.com

Please circle 9 on Reader Service Card
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E-MAIL:
grdarbor@midwestarboristspis.com
WEB: http://www.midwestarboristspls.com

Monterey Lawn & Garden Products, Inc.
WEB: www.montereylawngarden.com

PC Box 158 '.Throester ',IA USA 01613

Please circle 51 on Reader Service Card

The Hartford
WEB: http://www.thehartford.com/
arbori sts

Jameson Corporation

PD box 341. Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
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E-MAIL: dclee@compuserve.com
WEB: http://www.treefeeder.com

E-MAIL: info@grwothproducts.com
WEB: http://www.growthproducts.com

-

M PORTER- FERGUSON

Haimbaugh Enterprises I n cTree Feeder Div.

JUNE 1999

Morbark, Inc.
E-MAIL: rnorbark@worldnet.att.net
WEB: http://www.morbark.com

National Arborist Association, Inc.
E-MAIL: naa@natlarb.com

WEB: http://www.natlarb.com

Natural Path Forestry Consultants
E-MAIL: natpath@naturalpath.com
WEB: http://www.naturalpath.com
New England Ropes, Inc.
E-MAIL: NEROPES@NEROPES.com
WEB: http://www.NEROPES.com
North American Engine Company
E-MAIL: naecompany@rnsn.com
Norwalk Power Equipment Company
E-MAIL: npeco@aol.com
NRC Insurance Agency
E-MAIL: cordle@value.net
Nu-Arbor Tree & Shrub Care Products
E-MAIL: grdarbor@aol.com
OBL Financial Services Inc.
E-Mail: oblfin@oblfinancial.com
Web: http://www.oblfinancial.com
Ogilvy Gilbert Norris & Hill Insurance
E-MAIL: mshipp@ognh.com
Opdyke, Inc.
WEB: http://www.opdykes.com

Roots, Inc.
E-MAIL: rootsadver@aol.com
Royal Truck & Equipment Inc.
WEB: http://www.RovalTruckEquip.com

1-800-597-8283

SawJammer Company
E-MAIL: trimmer@sawjammer.com
WEB: http://www.sawjammer.com

- 1'6" ss .6 Altec flatbed.
mounted to a 1989 Mack.
215hp, diesel, auto., air
brakes. approx. 45k miles.
cab guard. In beautiful
condition.

Schodorf Truck Body & Equipment
Company
E-MAIL: Forestry@schodorftruck.com
WEB: http://www.schodorftruck.com

1

Service Communications Software
WEB: http://www.pickscs.com

Shindaiwa, Inc.
E-MAIL:info@shindaiwa.com
WEB: http://www.shindaiwa.com

-

__________________

continued on next page
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\\.IL I li-Ranue:
forestry package. mounted
on a 1999 GMC Topkick.
diesel. 6 speed. This
package is ahsolutel\
br,ind rico

A rigging device for the 21 s' century

I

Chip box
14' on
1990-1992 GMC
Topkicks, 5 speeds. 36o
fuel injected.

W

The GRCS features a Harken 44:1 selftailing winch for enormous lifting power.
A unique system lets you mount the
winch on a tree or a truck. You may also
add an interchangeable rope brake.
Captive fairleads position the rope on the
winch drum for tangle-free operation.
Self-tailing allows true one man operation and instant locking off of loads without knots! The GRCS is simply the best
lowering device available.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Free Video Available

Rayco Manufacturing, Inc.
E-MAIL: rayco@raycomfg.com
WEB: http://www.raycomfg.com
Remke Enterprises, Inc.
E-MAIL: REMKEDG@AOL.COM

Tel: 414.538.1703
Fax:414.538.0255
E-Mail jruf@execpc.com
4TM
T

good tree care co.

Please circle 30 on Reader Service Card
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The good rigging control system

A)

- - ;-

RCJL!0.A1!.

mounted to a 1978 GMC.
approx. 21.000 miles,
lathed, tandem, one owner.
\ice(':drtion.

-

Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements
E-MAIL: tprosser@rainbowtreecare.com
WEB: http://www.rainsbowtreecare.com

-

-

Phero Tech Inc.
E-MAIL: sales@pherotech.com
WEB: http://www.pherotech.com

Progress Leasing/Quaker State Leasing
Company
E-MAIL: h.scott@erols.com
WEB: PROGRESS-ONLINE.COM

w. h Aerial Litt ut LI.
rear mount, flatbed, cab
.ivard, 84 CA. custom built
on diesel or gas chassis.
Man> to choose from.

00

Petzel America
E-MAIL: info@petzl.com

Preformed Line Products
WEB: http://www.preformed.com

p

Altec asailable on I99U
1992, 1994 GMC
Topkicks. 5 speeds, pon\
engines. Excellent
condition.

Sherrill, Inc.
E-MAIL: sherrillarbor@att.net
WEB: http://www.wtsherrill.com

Oxford Capital
E-MAIL: OXCAPNE@aoI.com
WEB: http://www.OXCAP.com

Pigeon Mountain Industries, Inc.
E-MAIL: info@pmirope.com
WEB: http://www.pmirope.com

-_

55' w.h. Aerial Lift of CT.
mounted to 1990-1993
Fords or 1994 GMC
Topkick. in gas or diesel.

r

a:—

SeIfHEAL, Inc.
E-MAIL: Romill@aol.com
WEB: http://oralivy.com

Oregon Cutting Systems Div. Blount, Inc.
E-MAIL: sales@oregonchain.com
WEB: http://www.oregonchain.com

The Peavey Manufacturing Company
E-MAIL: peavey@mint.net
WEB: http://www.peaveymfg.com

CALL US FOR YOUR BEST
CHOICE OF PRE—OWNED
EQUIPMENT

-1"

oil an. IRd \o.:e.
1992 boom, mounted to .
Timbeiack 350 skidder.
hydrostatic driven. brano
ness upper boom. An
excellent value.

..

55' oh. ..\splundh LRSU.
\IC Topkick. 1991- 1992,
Kubota pony engines. Large

r- -

-

-.-

1990 Chc.

•

-;
3500 HD diesel: 33.134
miles. 5 speed, radio.
Knophide chip dump
5'H x 146" L.

li's\NCI\G • LEASING • RENTALS
RENTAL; PURCHASE OPTION

A

Pete Mainka

I Enterpris es, Inc.
633 Celia Drive • Pewaukee,WI • 53072
Phone: 414.691-4306
Night Phone: 414-968.9763
30 years of Success
SoecializU'ia in Pre-Owned EauiDment
Please circle 49 on Reader Service Card
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Simonds Industries, Inc.

Tree Management Systems Inc.

West Coast Shoe Company/WESCO

E-MAIL:reluskie@netonecom.net
WEB: http://www.simondsind.com

E-MAIL: ttms @i:urftree.com
WEB: http://www.turftree.com

E-MAIL: boots@westcoastshoe.com
WEB: http://westcoastshoe.com

Southco Industries

Tree Tech Microinjection Systems

Willman's Earth Restoration Co.

E-MAIL: Southco@Shelby.net

E-MAIL: treetek@aol.com
WEB: http://mernbers.aol.comlTreetekl
index.html

E-MAIL: treacyfa@ix.netcom.com
WEB: http://
www.willmanearthdoctor.com

TreeProTMlNa tional Insurance Programs (NIP)

Wis-Con Total Power Corporation

Southeastern Equipment Company
WEB: http://www.seequipment.com

STIHL Incorporated
WEB: http://www.stihlusa.com

E-MAIL: judy@ALANS.com

Sunrise Concepts, Inc.
E-MAIL:
4MYHAWK @4MYHAWK.COM
WEB: http://www.sunriseconcepts.com

Woods C.R.W. Corporation

TreeSource Inc.
E-MAIL: treesource@friend.ly.net

Trueco, Inc.
E-MAIL: trueco@shelby.net
WEB: http://www.TRUECO.com

Tanaka
E-MAIL: support@tanaka-ism.com
WEB: http://
www.tanakapowerequipment.com
E-MAIL: teco@tecointl.com
WEB: http://www.tecointl.com

Terex Telelect Inc.
E-MAIL: telsal@dailypost.com

Wood/Chuck Chipper Corporation

VERSALIFT, TIME Manufacturing Co.

WEB: http:/I

E-MAIL: danas@timemfg.com
E-MAIL: jadretimemfg.com
WEB: http://www.versalift.com

WEB: http://www.woodsrnanchip.com

E-MAIL: woodchuck@shelby.net
www.woodchuckchipper.com

Woodsman

WesSpur, LLC.

twolf@sovent

E-MAIL: woodmizer@woodmizer.com
WEB: http://www.woodmizer.com

E-MAIL: salesinfo@vermeermfg.com
WEB: http://www.vermeer.com

Zenith Cutter Company

Timberwolf Manufacturing Corporation E-MAIL: wesspur@wesspur.com

E-MAIL:

E-MAIL: oakred@aol.com
WEB: http://www.machinerytrader.com/
woodscrwcranes

Wood-Mizer Products, Inc.

Vermeer Manufacturing Company

TECO, Inc.

WEB: http://www.totalpower.com

WEB: http ://www zenithcutter.

corn

WEB: http://www.nas.comlwesspur

WEB: http://www.timberwolfcorp.com

W

Ir
5-93 GMC & Ford 50' Asplundh,

Ford & GMC dieci.

LOk , ,Illo

c rune

trucks, dump & flat beds.

TTfl
l

Aerial Lift and Holan
bucket trucks.
Gas & diesel engines.

oil

& Vermeer. 12-inch disc-style
chippers. Gas & diesel enoines.

4 & 6 cylinder gas & diesel engines.

Bean Sprayer and I loses.

SOUTHEASTERN EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1~7

Buford, Georgia

800-487-7089

•

770-271-8286

www.secauiDment.com
P1eae circle 0 1 on Reader Ser\ ice
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"Why?" asks the Widow Carter's
"I'm Gonna Call Your Boss!"

or,

By: Jeffrey Lee. Branch Management. Riverside. CA (909) 3 19-7003

Sponsored by The Bishop Company for the advancement of our industry.

Rigging Equipmenf
The Bollard Friction Device with
RATCHETING, ROTATING DRUM provides
the arborist with superior control when
lowering wood pieces. The ratcheting
feature gives you the added advantage of
lifting a piece, if necessary. All steel
construction Bollard includes 18 feet of
4-inch nylon webbing with a forged
triangle at one end and winch har.

:.
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A sound like thunder splintered the air,
rou'ing the Widow Carter with a start from
her morning catnap. She gazed in horror as
the top of her Canary Island Pine
plummeted to the ground. With the deadly
accuracy of an earthbound Polaris missile.
it reduced the Widow's prize-winning herb
garden to a mass of green rubble. Raising
tier withered frame, she screeched at the
hapless Max Bunyan (still tied in at the top
of the tree). "I'm gonna call your boss!"
Hours later. Big Al Fontaine arrived to
urvev the wreckage of what could have
been a flawless tree removal. The Widow
met with Big Al in the driveway as Max
cowered nearby. Both men were surprised
by what they heard.
"This could have been prevented! Why
weren't you using the latest rigging
equipment? Were you prepared to do this
job? Why am I paying you 'nincompoops'
to destroy my beautiful yard?"
Shamefully, there is no excuse for this
befuddled pair. The Widow (like all clients)
has a valid point.
I, Game Plan - Unless Max intended to
pile-drive the Widow's yard with wheelbarrow-sized biscuits of wood, there
were other methods to accomplish
removal of this tree. All jobs require a
game plan. Allowing wood and branches
to f'ull uncontrolled to the eround ctn be

8r0u5

a less-than-desirable game plan. Before
you begin, review the options with your
employer or even with other members of
the crew. Usually, someone will have a
good option.
Equipment - Once the best game plan has
been created. the next element in the
sequence is "Do we have the right
equipment?" And, "Are we using it
correctly?" Even the latest and greatest
rigging, climbing and safety equipment is
not worth putting into your finely tuned
game plan if the application of the
equipment is wrong. This element is
critical to the safety of the crew, the
property of the client, and of course, your
professional reputation.
Training - With the advent of many new
items, mastering the technique and use
of those items is paramount. There are
only two ways to master the use of the
"tools of the trade" - training and
practice, practice. practice. The equipment does not work on its own: it
requires the presence and guidance of a
professional.
Once these elements come together on
the job site, everyone involved will benefit.
Every situation is at least a little different.
Understand the application of your equipment, and use it in accordance with
'pccified guidelines.
Please circle 14 on Reader Service Card

Model 140030 ................... 5425.00 Spec/at
Ratcheting Bollard Friction Device

Lowering Lines
1/2" x 160' Wall
$126.50
Ultra Max Rope
$1 86.50
1/2" x 160' Wall Ultra
Max Rope w/carabiner spliced
on one end
5/8" x 150' Wall
$232.50
Ultra Max Rope
................................

.....................

................................

ARK 7000 Wall ............................... $1,350.00
Advanced Rigging Kit"
Special
Complete kit with components specifically engineered
to work together. Features Wall's new low-stretch,
high-strength UL TR.4MAX lowering lines.

Bishop Company can supply your
every arborist equipment need.
Call Today - New FREE
50th Anniversary Catalog
160 pages plus complete price list.

Bishop Company
1-800-421-4833
24 hr. FAX: 562-698'2238
Se ha b/a Espahof. Jerry Anaya. ext. 350: Manny
Elorreaga. ext. 320 Keith ext. 220 or Jack. ext. 110

Limited Offer Erpres Sept. . . = .
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'Those who enter to buy, support me. Those who come to flatter, please me.
Those who complain, teach me how I may please others so that more will come.
Only those who are displeased but do not complain hurt me. They refuse me
permission to correct my errors and thus improve my service." Marshall Field
By Kerin E. O 'Connor, CSP
n a recent flight to Tucson. an American Airlines flight
attendant introduced herself with "Hello, my
name is ma, what's yours?" Twenty of us each gave
our name as we settled in. Although she wrote none of them
down, ma soon began to use our names frequently in her dealings with us. "Kevin, would you like a drink?" Or "Tony, can
I get you anything else?" or "Mr. Fox, what kind of dressing
would you like on your salad?" Every single interaction she
had with us included our name.
I n a did her job very well. We were never referred to as sir or
ma'am or even 4-13 or 5-E. We had come into the world of ma.
And, of course, as we departed the plane, there again was ma
"Thank you Bob"... "See you soon Mary,"
"Have a great
evening Mr. Fox.." What could we say? "Thank you, ma."
An ordinary day at American Airlines? In some ways, yes,
but certainly so with just a little touch of ma.

O

...
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What makes for these special touches that we call customer
service? Each of us has experienced them, sometimes many in
one day—sometimes not nearly enough in a month. When they
come, we know them! With so much written on this topic of
customer service, I was hesitant to write more. After all, the
masters had written books, trained hundreds of thousands, and
built entire corporate entities on improving how customers are
treated, how customers respond, and how to make that happen
every time.
As I thought about the state of customer service, I had some
examples in mind that I see over and over again. I think of them
first as myths
things we think are true, but aren't. For example, one common myth is that we should imitate the best
practices of others. Wal-Mart has a greeter, so K-Mart should
have one. Nordstrom's has a piano, Marshall Field's should
have one also. The best customer service practices are not goals
to strive for—they are a baseline to understand and improve
upon so that the customer doesn't even know that one corn-
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NATIONAL ARBORIST
ASSOCi.JO

Now serving
more than
2300
members.
Commercial Tree Care Industry's Premier Trade Association

National Arborlst Association
continues to provide services to tree care companies, inspiring
them to reach beyond excellence.

For more information call
Charlotte Carrier at 1-800-733-2622 or
e-mail: naa@natlarb.com
Please circle 42 on Reader Service Card

petitor walked into another' s innovation.
Here are some of the myths I have
collected. Which ones do you notice?

Myths

I

r Customer service is only about
the flashy stories. Tales of service from
Southwest Airlines are impressive, but
they don't mean a thing unless the reservation agent you happen to get is
concerned about you. I enjoy the famous
Nordstrom stories of service, but frankly
I'm more impressed when Darryl takes
just a little extra time (that he really
didn't have to take) to make sure I'm
really happy with my purchase. Great
service happens between two people, not
between one and a plane load of passengers. When customers experience more
intimate service, they feel cared about
and they respond with unswerving
memories—and unswerving loyalty.

2

. Customer service is about rightness, niceness and perfection. It may
not even be about excellence all the time.
We can strive for that, but in doing so
we can miss the boat entirely. Customer
service is about a relationship built on
respectful service. Ritz Carleton hotels
are famous for their motto, "We are ladies and gentlemen, serving ladies and
gentlemen." It is a balanced relationship
of equals. When we practice this quality
in our customer relationships, there is no
hierarchy. It is as if the customer hears
"I am here to serve you in the best way I
know how. You will get the best from
me and my company
I guarantee it."
More important is that the customer
hears it through our actions first, our
words and promises later. A Jesuit priest
once wrote that the job of the minister
was to love people and then, once they
had the experience of being loved, he
could tell them what they had experienced.
...

• Customer service is only about the
times customers visit. Texas Nameplate,
the smallest company ever to win the
Malcolm Baldridge Award, has implemented a program where employees visit
customers. They do this not just to "visit."
54

but for the specific purpose of
Jm'j te the customer to come in for a tour,
identifying opportunities to
a c lebration lunch (at the shop), or a
improve the customer's prodgat wring of employees who care for their
ucts. Employees I have
tree s. Even if the customer cannot attend,
interviewed about this task
talked about the lasting impact
hay e the celebration anyway and send
it has had on them and on the
•ures and a plaque.
customer's relationship with
them. As an employee, especially line employees or
customer service reps tied to the phone all
there before and done this before." He inday, how can you help but feel appreciated
structed the group who willingly followed
by your employer when you are asked and
each of his directions to a successful conentrusted to spend time with a customer?
clusion. Afterward, when we were
If your company isn't doing this in some
processing the experience, one of the group
form, you are missing a critical opportumembers said, "I liked it better working it
nity for great customer contact. If you are
out even when we were making mistakes
doing a version of this, think about how
than when we were told the answer." The
you can take it to a new level.
toughest problems require cooperative
answers. How is your company set up to
• Customers will give us useful
answer these tough questions? Could it be
that your customer may have just what you
feedback. We don't need to ask for it.
need?
There is one critical question we can use
in seeking feedback from our customers
and that will always yield a useful an,r New customers are always the
ones to pursue. Your current customers
swer. I learned it from a professor at the
are your very best prospects. The best mar University of Pittsburgh:
"If there were one thing that we could
keting is to do our very best job with these
have done to make this a better expericustomers in the first place. Become a partence for you, what might that have
ner with your customers—use their house
and testimonial letters in your advertising
been?" When you get them to speak, just
and marketing. Celebrate with awards that
write their answer word for word and
are mutual. I was with a company last
simply say, "Thank you." Later have a
month where a present was given to the
brainstorming session with your staff.
employee with the longest term of service
When clients ask you to do more, more
(18 years) and to the employee with the
than you ever thought you could, take it
as a challenge. When you begin, comshortest term (this past Monday)! This wa
a great way to show the span of service.
mit to doing just a bit more than they
Bring employees together in small groups
might expect. Commit to improving on
or one large one for brainstorming days
the idea just a bit more.
with an outside facilitator. The more you
both know about one another, the greater
a When the job is done you are finthe value of your partnership. Other comished with clients. Create a feedback
panies sponsor customer lunches, days,
loop. Let them "test" your newest ser even multi-day programs combining outvice, or ask them who they would
side speakers and facilitators along with
recommend to test it. Combine this with
in-house talent from both companies.
your employee visits and you'll have a
dynamic learning community with few
• Customers are only interested in
surprises and lots of improvements. I rewhat you give them, not how it is given.
cently ran an experiential indoor "ropes"
Add the "little extras" that are totally
course. A group of eight executives was
unnecessary but attract attention nonegiven a challenging experience where
theless. Personal thank you notes, follow
one solution after another failed. Finally,
up phone calls, and "If there is one thing
an observer came up with a solution that
you think we could be doing better, what
he knew would work "because I've been

6

...
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might that be"" questions are more ways
to get closer to this most valued of relationships—the client.

8

Don't mess with things when
Ar
they are going well. This is a common
and disastrous myth. Cross train your
staff and rotate them periodically (especially when the tasks can be dull or
repetitive). This lets your internal customer know that you're aware of what
these tasks can be like. It also keeps
employees alert, forces them to communicate with one another, and may give
you improved processes, quality, and insurance for the times when your key
people are absent. Acquaint your staff
with your customers through a customer
appreciation day. This can be done
weekly, monthly or yearly to celebrate
the anniversary of their first order. Invite the customer to come in for a tour, a
celebration lunch (at the shop), or a gathering of employees who care for their

The

trees. Even if the customer cannot attend.
have the celebration anyway and send
pictures and a plaque. Do you know any
of your employees who don't like cake
and ice cream? One owner of a textile
firm in Kansas City considers the pizza
he buys (and serves personally) for all
three shifts to be the best employee benefit that he invests in every month. No
one ever knows just exactly what day it
will be, but they know it will be every
month. Decorate your office with customer
quotes, pictures of the completed project.
and pictures of the customer's property.
When your employees are better educated about the customer, they will know
more and do more to ensure satisfaction.
Oh yes, send a cake to the customer also!

9

8Train employees once and they will
always understand. Another common
myth born of too little training on a consistent basis. The Ritz Carleton hotels
conduct mini-training daily in small work

Name you know

groups. Each employee carries a laminated
pocket card with the "Ritz Carleton Basics" printed on it. There are 20 of them
and each day one is emphasized by the
manager who solicits employee ideas and
experiences. Not quite a prayer breakfast
and more than a pep rally, these shift meetings reinforce the company's most
treasured basic—customer care. If you
aren't quite sure how this works, treat
yourself to a Ritz Carleton lunch someday, or just stroll through their lobby.

1

Or Customer service is about the
things we sell the customer. Great customer service is not based on stuff, it is
based on one thing only—respect.
Kevin E. O'Connor, CSP, is a speaker,
trainer, and corporate consultant specializing in person-to-person skill
building. He is a faculty member of
Loyola University in Chicago and the
TC I
author of four books.
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HELP WANTED
Experienced Quality Climber needed immediately. Top pay for right person. Do you
have individual growth potential and want to
work for a company that you can take pride
in being a part of? If so, we would like to talk
with you. Fax resume to 919-387-3493 or call
to schedule an interview at 919-387-7892.
Community Arborists, Inc.- Raleigh, NC (A
community-oriented company, striving to
achieve professionalism in the arboricultural
industry).
Rapidly growing tree care company located in Bergen County, N.J., seeks highly
motivated climber/foreman. Certification a
plus but not necessary. Competitive wages
and benefits. Year-round employment.
Please call or send resume to:
Pine Hill Tree Service
27 Pine Hill Drive
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
(201) 825-7143

TREE TRIMMER FOREPERSON
CITY OF MADISON, WISCONSIN
Skilled supervisory work involving the direction of inspection, maintenance, removal,
planting and general care of City trees;
scheduling, assigning and supervision of
crews. $34,552 to $40,061 annual base salary with scheduled increases. The City offers
an excellent benefit package. Apply no later
than 4:30 p.m. or June 15, 1999 at City Human Resources Department, Room 501,210
Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Madison, WI,
53709, (608) 266-6500; FAX/TDD-(608)
267-1115; http://www.ci.madison.wi.us/
jobs.html
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Tree Service Sales. Earn $50 to $100 k year.
Good climbers also needed. Clearwater,
Florida. Phone: 727-399-5858; Fax resume:
727-822-8823.

Climbers and Lift Operators. Established
and growing tree-care firm seeking experienced tree trimmers to help us continue our
growth. Prefer enthusiastic and hardworking
self-starters with proven leadership abilities.
Arborist certification a plus. We offer competitive pay, medical and dental insurance,
paid vacation, profit sharing, and 401(k) retirement plan. Please send resume and
cover letter to Grover Landscape Services,
Inc., 2825 Kiernan Avenue, Modesto, CA
95356, or call 800-585-4401.
Experienced Tree Care Speciahsts - Chicago North Shore. Full service tree care
and landscape firm serving exclusive, residential clients has various positions in
management & production. Superior compensation & benefits package. Contact
Robert Kinnucan at: 28877 Nagel Court,
Lake Bluff, IL 60044. Tel: (847)234-5327;
Fax: (847)234-3260.

The Davey Tree Expert Company has
immediate openings in tree, shrub and Iava
care, grounds maintenance and vegetation
management We provide on-the-job training,
competitive pay and benefits, and offer
opportunities for advancement

'I
t(
P
E

MVEYIn
Equal Opportunity Employer
www.davev.com
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At Almstead Tree Company, Inc., we're on
the move again ... pursuing our expansion
efforts in providing professional, residential
and commercial tree care services in the NY,
NJ and CT regions. Supported by our 35
year reputation for quality, we are looking for
career oriented individuals to join our team
of professionals. All positions offer an excellent compensation and benefits package.
Tree Climbers
Branch Managers
Production Managers Sales Reps
Plant Health Care Technicians
Managers
For immediate consideration, forward your
resume to:

Almstead Tree Company, Inc.
Attn: Human Resources
58 Beechwood Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 10801
Phone 800-427-1900 Fax 914-576-5448
www.almstead.com
atc@bestweb.net
Cert. arborist,exp. climber, foreman
needed for established VA Bch, VA tree ser vice. Must have exp., be reliable and self
motivated. Serious inquires only. Excellent
pay, health ins., vacation and holidays. Send
resume to SunValley Tree Experts 202
Seabndge Road, Virginia Beach, VA 234515131.

Fairfield County, CT - Growing company
with over 20 years impeccable tree care experience is looking for quality-oriented
individuals to join our staff. Expenenced and
professional candidates are needed. Responsibilities would include tree removal,
cabling and bracing, truck and equipment
maintenance. Supervisory positions are
available. Excellent compensation, paid vacation/holidays, medical benefits, including
dental and pension plan. We offer a drugfree environment. Please contact O'Neill's
Tree Care, Inc., P0 Box 2387, Darien, CT
06820, (203) 655-7865 or fax resume to
(203) 327-5455.
Climbing Arborists/Climbing Crewleaders
Expanding 25-year-old tree care co. seeking Climbing Arbonsts/Climbing Crewleaders
with a mm. of 2 yrs. exp., ISA Cert & CDL
preferred. Candidates must be self-motivated, hard working, detail-oriented, and
committed to the highest industry stds. of
safety and quality work. Competitive wages,
exc, benefit, incl. pd. vac., sick days, health
& dental ins., 401(k), and profit sharing.
Reloc. assist. possible. Drug & alcohol free
workplace. Please call or fax resume to:
Kerns Bros., 23 Durboraw Rd., Wilmington,
DE 19810. Phone: 302-475-0466. Fax: 302764-2635.

NEEDED: Aggressive person with Bachelors
Degree in Arboriculture or Horticulture to run
and operate tree business in St. Louis, Missouri. Must have experience in management.
Percentage of business profits. Require resume and prior experience. Drug free. Steve
at 314-645-8310.
UTILITY ARBORIST/DI VISION MANAGER
APPLE TREE SERVICE, INC. is a Vegetation Management company servicing utilities
in Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi
and Arkansas for over 20 years. There is an
immediate opening in our Little Rock, AR
region. Successful applicant must have a
minimum of 5 years experience. A degree is
a plus. We offer wages above industry av erage, full benefits package and excellent
working conditions with a future. For a confidential interview mail or fax resume to: 824
East 5th St., No. Little Rock, AR 72114. Fax
(501) 376-1115.
Tree climbers wanted: Experienced only.
Full-time, year-round employment with established company. We offer benefits and
competitive wages. Send resume to Top Gun
Tree Service, Inc., P0 Box 17202, Tampa,
FL 33682 or call (813) 971-6261 or fax resume to (813) 622-8464.
continued on next page

Can One Attachment
improve My BusineSS 7
Yes By multiplying your crew's productivity.
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• increase productivity by
mechanizing the labor of
3 to 4 men.
• Boost morale by ending the
drudgery of manhandling
brush & logs everyday.
'Virtually eliminate injuries
from material-handling by
taking employees out of
harms way.
'Improve efficiency by freeing
up crew time to focus on the
tasks they would rather do

All this can be done with any skidsteer and an ImpleMax 4836L
Pro Grapple. Add the optional 9,000 lb. hydraulic winch and
you have two essential tools in one.
Invest today in a small piece of equipment with big returns.

800 • 587 • 6656

impleMax T%1

Do
you
share
our
passionp

IA

We are in search of individuals who love
people and are enthusiastic about helping us improve the quality of life in our
communities by enhancing the environment with the highest quality, professional tree, shrub & lawn care.
Currently operating from 11 branches in
NY. MA. NI & CT with plans to expand
through( )Ut the ni nlieast & l)CV( )nd

(24 hrs.)

ImpleMax Equipment Co., Inc., P.O. Box 549, Bozeman, Montana 59771-0549
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Please send/ fax resume to:
Ann: Recruiting
205 Adams St.
Bedford Hills, NY 10507
fax: 914-666-5843

Please circle 56 on Reader Service Card
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TCI MAGAZINE
CLASSIFIEDS
The Tree Industry's
Marketplace

1-800-733-2622

Climbers, 25-year established, premier
company in Clearwater, Florida is seeking
experienced climbers. Certification preferred. Drug-free workplace. Please fax
resume to (727) 507-TREE (8733) or call
us Monday to F'lday, 7 am. to 5 p.m. at
(727) 535-9770. Westenberger Tree Service, Inc. 2030 58th Street North,
Clearwater, FL 33760.

Exciting Career Opportunity
for Tree Trimming Personnel
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is a vegetation
management company with five (5) regional
U.S. offices servicing railroads, utilities, industries and State departments of
transportation for the last twenty years.
There is an immediate need for the following positions in our Chicago Region:
• Division Manager w15+ years experience
Climbers-Class I and II
• Foreman and Bucket Operators
• Tractor Operators

C0

CDL License, experience in arboriculture,
urban forestry or related fields a plus. We
offer excellent starting wages, company
benefits, excellent working conditions and
the opportunity for year-round work. For a
confidential interview, mail or fax your resume to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., 8450
West 191st Street, Mokena, IL 60448. Attn:
Bruce Greer. Phone: 815-464-9862; Fax:
815-464-7152.
EOE/MP/M-F

00

RED DAWO®R CUMI
Get a great buy on a pair of ti
Arborists boots on the marke
Just

16900

ACRT is Hiring Instructors. Positions open
to teach Urban Forestry to young adults who
are enrolled in Job Corps. These are full-time
positions in several states. Successful candidates will have excellent work experience
as tree trimmer or tree trimmer supervisor:
training in plant biology and tree identification; and experience working with
disadvantaged populations. Supervisory
and/or military experience is required. Candidate must be self-starter and must have
personal and work references.

Mention source code TC69 to get a free
100 page color catalog.
i/k S aid a

:esi liii! Order

S ouuicn,an Se'/piies Conipani - Seiiin,t at B/cc canted Prices.
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Tree Care Specialist Increase
Your Revenue!
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'• Heavy
Hauling Contracts
Loading
Storm Cleanup
• Dump
1 Man operation
Body
•
Reduces workers
- • $70K
Comp Costs
Chasis, Loader
&]3odv

Call 1-800-930-Load For more information'
SYSTEMS

446 U. S. 27 North,
Lake Wales, FL 33853

.
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ACRT employees enjoy competitive salaries
and full benefits package, including medical
and dental insurance and 401(k) retirement
plan ploye
Please contact Lynn Kindsvatter, VP of
Training Services, ACRT, Inc., 800-8473541, ext. 211. Resumes may be sent to P0
Box 401, Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221-0401;
Faxed to 330-945-7200; or e-mailed to
lynnk@acrtinc.com .
TREE CARE PROFESSIONAL WANTED:
Experienced, foreman quality individual
needed at high-energy, fast-growing company. Excellent salary, benefits, company
car. Come grow with us on the East Coast,
Hilton Head, SC, Charleston, SC and Savannah, GA. Call Historic Tree Preservation, Inc.,
at 843-556-8696.
continued on page 60

quality Pre-Owned Aerial Lifts
for the Tree Care Industry
Id
95-3559 1990 GMC 7000, diesel, manual trans.,
hydraulic, with a Holan Bronco (90819009G). 55 ft. work
ing height. single platform, behind the cab mount. chip
dump body. $42,000.00

95-3538 1989 Chevrolet C70. gas marIna, trans..
hydraulic brakes. 23.000 GVW with Hi-Ranger 5FA-48PB1
(0798916520). 53 ft. working height. two man platform.
over rear axle mount. flat bed body. Aerial has been
refurbished and is RIW status. $34000.00
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95-3188 1990 Ford F700, gas manual. witi a Aspiunbn
LR50 (795441), 55 ft working height, dump body. Aerial
as been refurbished and is RTW status $48000.00

-1

age-

u

95-3613 1987 GMC C7D042, diesel. CL-455 trans.,
hydraulic, with an Altec LB650 (0387-S-1 32). 55 ft. working height, single platform, behind the cab mount, chip
dump body. soon to be painted. $42,000.00

ir-

M-

95-3661 Arriving SoonIlIl! 1986 Ford F700. diesel,
manual brakes. with an Altec A.A650. 60 ft. working height
one man platform. end mount. chip dump body. only
31.000 ' iies $26.500.00

95-3146 1986 Chevrolet C70042. diesel. CL-551 trans.,
hydraulic, with a Teco Saturn (26578609). one man end
mount platform, over rear axle mount. new flat bed body.
$44,500.00

1lMF.ii -JT

95-3240 1984 Ford F700, gas. manual, with an Altec
AA600P 0584J0726). 55 ft. working height. two man plat
form "inch line bod'.'. $22000.00

95-3187 1991 Ford F800 diesel chassis 00 .. th an
Asplundh LR50 900705). 55 ft working height. line body
Aerial has been refurbished and is RTW
status. $52,500.00

95-3762 Just Arrived!!!! 1985 Ford F8000, diesel. manual trans.. only 15.000 miles air brakes. with a Hi Ranger
6EHV-65PB1 (28412365). 70 ft. working height, two man
platform, over rear axle mounted. service line body. Aerial
has been refurbished and is RTW status. $42,000.00
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Contact us today for a quote
that meets your needs

1=800=95=ALTEC

Ah

205/620-3500
Se Habla Español
visit our web site at http://www.altec.com to find
a sample selection of used units available now!

We deliver worldwide

One Company. One Source.

Since 1929
Ask about our custom fly in program

FLORAPERSONNEL INC. In our second
decade of performing confidential key employee searches for the landscape/tree
industry and allied trades worldwide. Retained basis only. Candidate contact
welcome, confidential, and always free. 1740
Lake Markham Rd., Sanford FL 32771.
Phone (407) 320-8177. Fax (407) 320-8083.
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EXCITING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SERVICE INDUSTRY MANAGERS
Come Join One of the Largest Vegetation
Management Companies in the United States

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. is experiencing tremendous growth throughout the country,
creating the following openings:
Regional General Manager
(Chicago, IL Area)

ri

Responsibilities include managing our regional and branch office locations. The
person we select must be self-motivated, well
organized, and have the ability to oversee
others. Business/Horticultural degree desired with a minimum of 4 years experience
working in the green industry and/or management of multiple service business
locations.

4L

,J

.

Is your career path restricted in your current position?
Are you looking to achieve above average earnings?
•

Are you searching for on-going scientific training to help you
achieve your professional goals?

Branch Managers
(Various locations throughout the USA)

If you answered YES to the above, consider a career in sales with BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS,
the international leader in scientific tree care.
Due to expansion, we currently have openings in the following regions: NORTHEAST; METRO-NY;
MID-ATLANTIC; SOUTHEAST; MIDWEST; TEXAS, CALIFORNIA.

Responsible for managing day-to-day Operations, including the supervision of field
personnel. Business/Horticultural degree desired with a minimum of 2 years experience
working in the green industry.

We offer an excellent compensation package, including medical and dental benefits, 401K, company car
and more.
If you have tree care sales experience or an aptitude for sales, combined with a degree in ornamental
horticulture, urban forestry or a related field, call toll free 1-877-TREE XPT (873-3978) or send or fax a
current resume to:
BARTLETT

Alan H. Jones
Bartlett Tree Experts
1185 Five Springs Road
Charlottesville, VA 22902
Fax: ((804) 971-1331

Scientific Tree Care Since 1907
)vww.barilcit.com

Please circle 1 3 on Reader Service Card
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FORESTRY BODIES THAT WORK
CALL MIKE CASSIDY
FOR FREE BROCHURE
AND

QUOTE

52 Years Building
Quality Forestry Bodies

1-800-288-0992

SCHDDDRP
TRUCK BODIES & EQUIPMENT COMPANY

NATIONAL ARBORtST
ASSOCIATION

Please circle 57 on Reader Service Card
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Qualified applicants must have proven leadership abilities, strong customer relations and
interpersonal skills. We offer excellent salary, bonus, and benefits packages, including
401(k) and company paid medical coverage.
For career opportunity and confidential consideration, send or fax resume, including
geographic preferences and willingness to
relocate, to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Attention: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 North Conahan
Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: (800) 3609333; Fax: (570) 459-5500. EOE/MP M-F.
Come Grow With Us
We are a full-service tree care company that
is willing to train individuals in general tree
care. We have openings for general tree
care, climbing, PHC, and sales positions
throughout the metro areas of Chicago, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Virginia,
Maryland, and Washington, D.C. We offer
training and advancement potential for individuals that are willing to put forth extra effort
to help themselves and the company succeed. Our company offers excellent benefits
and competitive wages. Please call or send
your resume to:
Beverly Strom
The Care of Trees
2371 S. Foster Avenue
Wheeling, IL 60090
(847) 394-1596
equal opportunity employer
continued on page 62
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V-:
Horsepower • Compact Tow
Behind • Large Cutting Dimenslon,

• 35

• 25 Horsepower • Self Propelled
• Full Hydraulic Control • 35" Width

ICAA

• 35 Horsepower '35

Width

• Self Propelled
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NURR1CANI

utterwheei • Suspension Available • Remote

'Tr, trolAvaiiable

• 125 Horsepower Diesel • 6' Tongue Ext
• Suspension Standard • Remote Control
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121 John Dodd Road. Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303
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Climber/Pruner

250-acre botanical garden seeks Climber,'
Pruner to assist in and perform all types of
work required for the planting, maintenance,
and removal of trees and large shrubs.
Works with woody and herbaceous plant
material. Duties include: climb and prune,
plant, transplant, mulch, perform removals,
cut hedges, ball and burlap plants, spray and
fertilize trees and large shrubs to protect
them against insects, fungi or parasites; may
perform tree inspection as required. Two
years experience in tree climbing, pruning,
removals, and routine care of trees; fundamental understanding of tree physiology and
modern tree care practices; CDL valid in
NYS; NYS Commercial Pesticide ApplicatorCategory 3A License required. Salary
$35,385, generous benefits. Send resume
to: Human Resources Coordinator-CP, The
New York Botanical Garden, 200 11 Street &
Southern Boulevard, Bronx, New York
10458-5126. AAJEOEJM/F/DN

HELP WANTED:
SPRAY PROGRAM MANAGER

Salesperson wanted for one of the
largest tree care firms in the Detroit
metro area, serving residential and com-

Spray program manager wanted for one of
the largest tree care firms in the Detroit area,
serving residential and commercial clients
for over 30 years. We are looking for an enthusiastic, career-minded individual, dedicated to professionalism and quality customer service. Starting base salary of
$36,000 per year. Benefits include: paid
holidays and vacation, paid personal days,
medical (including dental and prescriptions), life insurance, and pension program.
Applicants should be knowledgeable in insect and disease management, application
techniques and equipment, organized, a
good communicator with clients and employees, and committed to high standards
of arboriculture service. Interested candidates should fax resume to (248) 349-6279,
or mail to Mountain Top Tree Service, Inc.,
7528 Chubb Rd., Northville, Ml 48167, or call
(248) 349-1870.

mercial clients for over 30 years. We are
looking for enthusiastic, career-minded
individuals dedicated to professionalism
and quality customer service. Starting
base salary of $25,000 per year, plus a
graduated commission structure ranging
from 4-10% of sales. Benefits include:
Paid holidays and vacation, paid personal
days, medical (incl. dental and prescriptions), life insurance, and pension plan.
Your ability to manage and motivate yourself should earn you over $35,000 in the
first year. Interested candidates should
fax resume to (248) 349-6279 or mail to
Mountain Top Tree Service, Inc., 7528
Chubb Road, Northville, Ml 48167, or call
(248) 349-1870.

continued on page 64

FAX YOUR AD FOR FAST RESULTS
1-603-672-2613

Pt
16 ft. Chip Dumps, gas, 86 and up.
Starting at $13,800.

50-0

Skidder Bucket. John Deere 50 WH
Asp undb Kubota Pony Motor. 525.000.

C eue Aer aj uhof Ct. Chip
Box. 339.500. and up

(3) 1998 Woodchuck drum chippers. 6 cyl.
Ford average 400 brr; S8 900

0cu circ}c
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Overall Body Dimensions:

Iài

Length 138"

Height 60"

Width 92"

Chip Box Material: (galvannealed)

Floor ..................10 ga. plate
.(2)pc. designSides (removable) 3'-6" high
12 ga. plate
.....
14 ga. plate
Top: (removable) 8' long
HeadBoard (stationary) ...... 12 ga. plate

Awor

.
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....... Expanded Metal
w/tubing frame
Runners .................. structural channel
Cross members .............. structural channel

Tailgate (270° swing)

'

kC1L4 k)'

Side vertical supports ....... 3" x 3" sq. tubing
LL
E¼
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Tool Boxes (14 ga. galvannealed material):

All G-60 galvannealed material
Sides: Fabricated in (2) pcs. for easy removal

Underbody tool boxes:
(two) 48" long x 20" high x 17" deep

All wiring in conduit
Sealed lexan lens lights meet FMVSS 108
specifications
Anti-sail mud flaps
Hydraulic dump hoist

Locks: Slam locks, keyed alike with hidden
theft resistant rods
Cross Box:

Safety body prop
Trailer light connector 6 pole; Elec.
back up alarm
Pintle; or pintle/ball combination trailer
hitch with tow hooks
Bodies: mounted, undercoated, coal tar epoxy
coating inside chip box, primed and painted
Stainless steel tool box hinge pins
w/grease zerks
Tool Boxes - "Weatherproof" - Bulb type weather
stripping
Top includes (4) corner lifting eyes
Chipper Air Exhaust Vents

1. "L" cross box - which includes
underbody tool box
Cross box: 24" long x 92" x 37" high across chassis
rails; (6) swivel rope hooks; (1) shelf; (3) gal. water
cooler holder
Optional:

1. Top ladder pruner rack
NOTE: Chassis cabs available to complete
package 84" C/A Chassis cab required
Southco Industries, Inc.

1840 E. Dixon Blvd. • Shelby, NC 28152
e-mail: southco@shelby.net

(800)

331-7655or Phone: (704) 482-1477
Fax: (704) 482-2015 or (800) 458-8296

Please circle ) on Reader Service Card

FOR
SALE
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0S
19 ' H"Ccmmerce Rd

USED EQUIPMENT FROM
BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.
Brush Bandit Chippers
(2) Mighty Bandit II, Kohler 25 hp, Wisconsin 30 hp; (1) Mdl 60, Wisconsin 30 hp; (1)
Mdl 65, Honda 20 hp; (2) Mdl 90, Cummins
4B3.9, Wisconsin gas; (1) Mdl 90W
Cummins 76 hp; (3) Mdl 100, Continental
diesel, Hercules gas; (3) Mdl 200+, Cummins
76 & 116 hp, GM 120 hp gas; (5) Mdl 250,
Cummins 116 hp, John Deere 115 hp, GMC
gas, Ford 109 lip; (2) Mdl 280, Cummins
4BTA3.9, John Deere 110 hp.

F a irf ie ld , NJ 07004

(973) 227-0359
fax (973) 227-0865

Bandit Whole Tree Chippers
(1) Mdl 1250, Cummins 200 hp diesel; (4)
Mdl 1254, Cummins 200 hp diesel; (2) Mdl
1290 Drum, John Deere 80 hp diesel; (2) Mdl
1400, Cummins 200 hp diesel; (1) Mdl 1400
Track, Cummins 200 hp diesel; (1) Mdli 450,
Cummins 116 lip diesel; (1) Mdl 1850 WI
loader, Cummins 250 hp diesel; (1) Mdli 850
Track, Cummins 250 hp; (2) Mdl 1900, Cat
425 hp diesel; (1) Mdl 3680 Beast, John
Deere 375 hp.
Morbark
(1) Mdl 5, Kohler 12 hp gas; (1) Mdl 7, Wisconsin 35 hp gas; (1) Mdl 10, John Deere
56 hp diesel; (1) Mdli 3; (1) Mdli 6, Cummins
250 hp diesel; (2) Mdl 17, Perkins 113 hp
diesel; (1) Mdli 00, Kohler 24 hp; (1) Mdl 290,
Cummins 100 hp diesel; (1) Mdl 3036, Cat
330 hp; (4) Eeqer Beever, Wisconsin gas,
Cummins diesel, Ford 65 hp gas; (1) Tub,
Cat 375 hp.

i 't~

Vermeer
(1) 630- A Stump grinder; (1) 665- A Stump
grinder; (2) Mdl 1250, Perkins 80 hp, Ford 6
cylinder gas.

,

1986 Asplundh 55 foot W.H. LR50
overcenter bucket, rear mounted on a Ford
F-700 Flatbed, 5 sp. diesel, short 108 inch
C.A. Garaged, Excellent shape, $25,500.
Call 309-792-8733.
Big Tree Mover
Imported Newman Transplanting Trailer,
handles up to 12-inch diam., $3,950. Photos & info (207) 594-4210. Trees by
Jorgensen, Inc., 137 Dublin Road, So.
Thomaston, ME 04858.
Bucket trucks, chip trucks, trailer chippers, cranes, skidders, track machines and
custom-built units to meet your individual
needs. For sale or rent. MIRK, Inc. Phone
330-669-2000.
YELLOW OAKS (chlorosis), River Birch,
Sweet Gum, Most Deciduous Trees, 32 oz
Chlorosis Tree Medicine, $39. (16 Trees)
Pin Oak Tree Specialist, Omaha, NE (402)
455-9384.
1983 GMC 7000 series LR45 Mounted,
New Tires, good running condition, working
daily. $18,000.
1983 GMC 7000 series Altec AA600, 55 ft.
working height, pony motor, recent $13,000
invested in Boom. $22,000.
1979 International crane truck, 6 1/2 ton
HIAB wI winch, truck 290, Cummins turbo, 6
speed, air brakes, new paint, $13,500.
Cooper's Tree Service of Drums, PA (570)
788-1830. Call after 6:00 pm (eastern time).
Ask for Allen.

`

Miscellaneous
(1) Asplundh, Ford 6-cylinder gas; (2)
Asplundh 16-inch drum, Ford V-8; (1)
Asplundh Whisper; (1) Wayne drum,
Chrysler 6-cylinder gas; (3) Mitts & Merrill,
6-cylinder gas; (1) Chipmore 12-inch drum,
6-cylinder Ford gas; (1) Treelan Mdl DL18; (1) Duratech HD-8 tub, Cat 183 hp
diesel; (1) Innovator 8-foot tub, Cummins
177 hp diesel.

It
——

Bandit Industries, Inc., 6750 Millbrook Road,
Remus, MI 49340. Phone 800-952-0178 or
(517) 561-2270. Fax (517) 561-2375.
*

I
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'95 Ford F 800 with rear-mounted log loader
8.3 L Cummins, 33,000 GVW, 6 spd., air
brakes, A/C, with 7500-pound Grapple
Loader, and 20 foot flatbed. Fleet maintained
and ready to work. $45,000. 504-488-9115.
-

-

Hydraulic knuckle boom trucks with dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988 to
1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We can
custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip
boxes or continuous-rotation grapples. Call
us for any specialty truck needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or Paul, Sayreville, NJ.
(732) 254-4949, (732) 938-3030.
continued on page 66

-
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Can your stump cutter operate for $3 an
hour and go anywhere? Ours can. The Alpine Magnum weighs just 88 lbs., can
operate near fences, walkways, buildings,
and sidehills. It can clear brush, dig shallow
trenches and maneuver over soft ground
without making tire tracks. Call or write: Alpine Machine, 7910 Thornbury St. S.W.,
Olympia, WA 98512-2368. (360) 357-5116.

-
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1-800-733-2622
www.natlarb.com
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Aerial bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh,
Skyworker - most major brands - 40' to 95'.
Also, brush chippers, stump grinders, tree
spades, log loaders and Rayco stump cutters. Parts for aerial buckets. Allied Utility
Equipment, Inc., W. 204 North 11509
Goldendale Road, Germantown, WI 53022.
Phone: 414-255-6161.
Alexander Equipment is the only used
equipment source offering a full satisfaction guarantee! We have a huge selection
of used chippers and stump grinders
fully serviced and ready to work! See our
complete inventory list on the web at
www.alexequip.com or call Matt or Steve
at 630/268-0100 for detailed information.
Alexander Equipment Company, 1054 N.
DuPage Avenue, Lombard, Illinois 60148.
We can deliver anywhere!
ALPINE SKYWORKER - 65-foot working
height. 1984 mounted on 1983 Mercedes 6cyl. turbo diesel. Very good condition. Phone:
(605) 853-5378.

1
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1985 GMC Top Kick Chipper Truck -Red16-ft. Arbortech box, 3208 Cat, 5 X 2 trans,
air brakes, AB-,AC also. Excellent condition,
$19,500. Please call 847-480-1520 or 847845-0386.

Hardware and software by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about the
industry's best selling package, call or write
Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston
Road, Westport, CT 06880. Phone:
203-226-4335.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes
All types and brands of professional climbing and lowering arborist ropes at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Free shipping. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad - Big Savings
1-800-873-3203.
AERIAL EQUIPMENT INC. USED EQUIPMENT AND ARBORIST SUPPLY
SPECIALISTS - in the Midwest. 1-1994
Rayco RG-1 665-ac/d (Hydro-Static Drive
System). Call for Spring pricing. 1-1996
Rayco RG-12 Stump Cutter. Rental unit. 11990 Brush Bandit Model 200+, Cummins
diesel (great condition), new and demo
Woodsman 2018's available also. Shipping
Available! Call Ron or Joel for details (847)
398-0620. Wheeling, IL.

1997 Big John 65-B tree transplanter, less
than 500 trees, on '88 GMC W7 cab over,
225 hp, 6 speed, 31,000 GVW, 74,000 miles,
mint, $47,000. Wanted: Carlton 2300-4
stump grinder. Call 218-543-6000.
Vermeer Tree Spades
Good Condition
'77 GMC w/TS50
'81 INT. W/TS50
$12,000 each
(732) 222-6069 leave name, #, and address
email: jpayne4493@hotmail.com
1998 Carlton 3500-4 Stump Cutter. Includes custom 5' X 12" utility trailer with dual
axle. Like new. Garaged. $16,000. Call (703)
799-0662.

T eco

Toll Free: 800-642-5438
Fax: 704-739-1401
e-mail: trueco@sheIby.net
Kings Mountain, NC 28086
www.trueco.com

Our Trees Beiter

Examine roadside trees, trees in parks
and recreational areas,
wooden poles, forests, timber
structures such as bridges, framed
buildings and playground equipment.

!'"'
1 921 GMC ALSO Diesel

1990 GiviC Gas LR50

Kershaw Klipper-Model 55-2 Diesel

1992 Ford SHV36PI Diesel

I

Brush Bandit 200 Diesel

Easily operated, light weight
and compact.

Phone/Fax: 888-514-8851
http://www.imlusa.com

E-Mail: sales@imlusa.com

J 1967 lHC Zeligson Diesel-22,000 lb

IML Instrument Mechanic
Labor, Inc.
3015 Canton Road, Suite 14
Marietta, GA 30066 USA
1290 GMC; Diesel VO 50

Please circle 33 on Reader Service Card
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1991 Chevrolet Diesel 53-WH

1
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1992 Ford AL50 Diesel

If you are an arborisi

you
ANSI A300-Part 2
Fertilization Standard
is the tool to help us
communicate more
clearly with our
customers, employees,
and each other.

Created by arborists
for other arborists,
you'll want to
incorporate this
standard into your
daily activities.

get your
copy today.
...

1-800-733-2622
National Arborist Association

Equipment for Sale
Bandit Brush Chipper, 1989 Model 200+,
2400 hours, 300 Ford gas, regular service
records and excellent working condition.
Undercoated but has advanced surface
rust. Will demonstrate in Syracuse, $6,000.
Charles Hobson, Days 315-453-6100, ext.
6132, and Nights 607-753-3984.

Tired of selling just your time?
Sell your customers a new do-it-yourself
Microbial fertilizer capsule. Inventory or
Drop-ship. Good Profit Margin. PepTree
Products, toll-free 877-737-8733.
www.getmoreirifo.com

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.

8

628 North Portland Street * Ridgeville, IN 47380
-

-

cv4
;~

11-ft chip boxes/hydraulics. Only $850.00

4

1

_

1982 GMC 366 V/8 Allison, 12-foot flatbed,
auto trans, $5000. 1982 GMC Topkick 3200
Cat diesel, 5 speed trans., 15 yard multi-pur pose body, $9000.1988 Ford super duty 460
V/8, 5 speed trans., 4-5 yd. Contractor dump
body, $8000. 1986 Eager Beever tandem
trailer, 6 ton cap., $2500. 1995 Brush Bandit
Model #250, Cummins turbo diesel, 12-inch
capacity, $9500. Call 516-271-2998;
www.conserv-a-tree.com ; E-mail:
conatree@aol.com

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE
Established tree care business for 34
years on Maryland's Eastern Shore.
Long-term contracts and good work force

1986-1993 Ford & GMC.
gas & diesel 50' Aerial
Lift of CT. 55' w.h.

I3RAND NEW.
1999 Int'l DT466 6sp plus
55' Aerial Lift of CT 60' w.h.

TRUCKS TO WORK WITH, NOT ON!

Airport Pickup * Delivery Available * Competitive Financing
D . O . T. Certified * Dielectric Testing * P.M. Maintenance Completed

in place. Year-round work with good

5
6

growth opportunity. Possible owner financing. Box PL, TCI, P0 Box 1094,
Amherst, NH 03031.

-

SERVICES

L-T.
Brand New 1998 GMC
diesel 55 ft. Hi-Ranger
Terex Telelect 60 ft. w.h.

1986-1992 GMC, Ford
ga.. & diesel LR50
Asplundhs. Low Miles

BRAND NEW
1997 G M C 366. 52'
TECO Saturn, 57' w.h.

4
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Your NEW #1 Source For All your Arborist Supplies!
POWER MATE®

CUTTING CHAIN More loggers cut
with OREGON® than all other
brands combined. From our
original chipper chain,
invented by OREGON®
more than three
decades ago, to lowkick SUPER GUARD®,
there's an OREGON® chain
for every saw and every season.

"SAW BARS
OREGON® bars
are the perfect
workmates for
OREGON® chain.

SPROCKET SYSTEM

PREMIUM FILES

means peak
performance.

.

1-inch minimum. Payable in ad-

RBOR

tel. (716) 778-7021
fax: (716) 778-5568
CT
LLC www.arbordurect.com

Please circle 7 on Reader Service Card
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$60 per inch ($50 NAA members),

Call Today Toll Free
1-877-796-5999
RE

TREE CARE INDUSTRY

...

Classified ad rates.'

The highest quality
chain files in the U.S.
Insure high-precision
sharpening by teaming
up files with OREGON
filing guides and depth
gauge tools.

From big-timber

an OREGON' bar

'

'I

Proven superior to
spur-type sprockets in
both performance and
reliability.

ArborWare, The Business Solution for
Arborist, Landscape and Lawn Care
Professionals includes complete Customer Management: Estimates, Proposals,
Work Orders, Invoices, Statements, and
Accounts Receivables. Also includes: Customer Property Inventory, PHC and Pest!
Disease control, chemical application and
DOA reporting, maintenance and generation of Renewal Contracts, scheduling/
routing of Crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle
Maintenance and DOT reporting, Job Costing, Marketing and Management
Reporting, comprehensive User Manual,
and more
Call 1-800-49-ARBOR (27267) for more information.

-
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vance, due 20th of the month, two
months prior to publication. Send
ad and payment to: TCI, P0 Box
1094, Amherst, NH 03031
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Stamford, Connecticut
Contact ISA today at
(217) 355-9411
for your 1999
Preliminary Program

I

or check out
Conference details
on the ISA website at
www.isa-arbôr.com
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Forestry Equipment of
Sheik. NC and Forestry
Equipment of VA have
combined forces to create
a complete sales and service
organization for new and
used forestry equpment.
We have expertly trained
technicians that handle all
your hydraulic and
mechanical needs. We
custom paint your vehicle in
your choice of colors in our
Wk
on site paint booth Our
customers can choose from
our large inventory of new and
used equipment. We also offer
certified reconditioning of pre-owned
forestry equipment.
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Forestry Equipment of Shelby, NC

•

704-487-7245
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Peavey Tree Pruning Poles
-.
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Supplies
We have a variety of poles, including white ash, in solid
lengths: also six-foot sectional poles with lightweight
aluminum couplers. Also available is a line of nonconductive, sectional or full-length, fiberglass poles for the

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer a
complete line of top quality pruning poles and equipment for
the professional, as well as the amateur, who wants a quality
made tool.
For years, we have made a limited line of pruner poles for the
large industrial users, and we feel that if we can satisfy these
cuStomers on a nationwide basis, we can satisfy anyone else.
..

electrical contractors.

PH4R Pruning Heads

..-

'

PEAVEY
MANUFACTURING CO.

IN

-

j.;

.

P.O. Box 129 Eddington Maine 04428
(207)843-7861 •(888)244-O955 Fax ( 7 O7)843-'005
Web site: httpJ/wwwpeavemfg.com
E-mail: peavev@miflt.net

S

Saw Head
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The Thing
By Mark Collins

O

n Friday evenings, before everyone had to answer the call
of home and family, my coworkers and I would gather on my back
porch and reflect on the week at work,
recalling that huge takedown, the client
who brought us pizza, or the log that
nearly rolled into the creek. Each story
included an attempt to make the incident
more dramatic than it really was. Inevitably, someone would ask, "What do you
think that orange thing is in the top of
that tree?"
The same speculations would always arise.
"It looks like a kite."
"Yeah, but it's round. It looks more
like one of those Halloween trash bags
with the pumpkin face on it."
"But how did it get 75 feet into the top
of the tree?"
And on and on until everyone had to
go home.

One day, the call I was waiting for
finally came. Prune the tree with "The
Thing" in it. The neighbor asked me
if I knew what that was in the top of
the tree, and also pointed out a mess
of strings and a box hanging between
hers and her neighbor's house. She
thought that the neighbor had installed
a bat box or something. Bat boxes were
fairly new then, and neither of us were
sure what they looked like. Upon starting, another neighbor came out to talk
and mentioned that she thought I had
put in that "bird house," and what was
that orange thing in the top? Everyone
was confused!
There was no deadwood higher than
35 feet, but there was no way I was going to climb that tree and not retrieve the
alien orange artifact. Once I had determined that the box wasn't intended to be
a home for anything, someone on the
ground worked to cut the strings with a

Their Own!

I"

Mark Collins is the owner of' Appleseeci
Tree Service in Decatur, Ga.
Itt

CALL

1-800-392-2686
Get Ready-They're All Business
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RAYCO®

4255 Lincoln Way East • Wooster, Ohio 44691-9954
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pole pruner. I cut, they lowered. I
climbed, with only one thing in mind—
learn the secrets of "The Thing!"
Closer to the top I could see more
string, shreds of plastic (it had been a
long time since the first sighting and the
wind and branches had ripped it up), and
something like a blackened, dried-up
chicken neck tangled in the strings.
The box was cut out and one of the
guys opened it. It read: "The apparatus
you have found belongs to the National
Weather Service. It is a balloon released
from Athens, Ga., for research purposes
and was intended to rise to a height of
17 miles. Please remove the strings, cut
the box open on the dotted lines, remove
the batteries and take the remainder to
the U.S. Post Office where you can mail
it back to us ... at no charge. Thank you
for your cooperation." Darn, no alien
connections.
I was happy to follow the instructions and doing so made me feel like a
real patriot. Since then, I have spotted
two others, retrieved one with a throw
line and gave it to the client's son to
experience. Every now and then, as the
stories come and go on the porch or by
the trucks at the end of another week,
the one about "The Thing" comes up
for a laugh.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 1999

Do you have a story for From the
Field? TO will pay $100 for published articles. Submissions
become the property of TO and
are subject to editing for grainmar, style and length. Entries
must include the name of a company and a contact person.

I
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Mpear Supply Div.

Only MAUGET micro-injected fertilizers go to work Imvfld ately with ZERO loss to Soil, Weather,
or Mistakes. Micro-injected fertilizers can supply trees with critical nutrients quickly.
MAUGET prescription fertilizers are designed JUST FOR TREES.
You can't do better then MAUGET FERTILIZERS,
That's why they're in "A CLASS BY THEMSELVES".
The STEMIX family of Fertilizers are based on chelated elements.
STEMIX: is an all purpose balanced fertilizer that contains a formula of agricultural
minerals designed to stimulate foliar and root growth.
STEMIX HI VOLUME: is basically the same formulation as stemix only diluted from
4 ml. to 6 ml. with 2 additional mis. of water. This formulation provides improved
distribution throughout the tree AND FASTER UPTAKE.
TEMIX ZINC: is based on the stemix hi vol formulation with enhanced levels of zinc.
IRON/ZINC: is based on the stemix hi volume formulation with enhanced levels
ITEMIXof iron
and zinc.

The INJECT-A-MIN family of Fertilizers are based on sulfated elements.
INJECT-A-MIN IRON/ZINC: contain iron and zinc sulfates.
INJECT-A-MIN MANGANESE: contain manganese sulfate which is effective in rapidly
correcting manganese deficiencies in palms, maples, citrus and many other
species of trees.
,p

800-TREES Rx
877-TREE HLP
(New toll

Now Available in

(800-873-3779)

New 25 unit 1/4 flats

10 IMQ 0

(877-873-3457)
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Aerial Lift models available
f irom 38' to 75'
I.
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AL-39-L .........................
AL-40-L .........................
AL42L
AL-45-L .........................
AL-50-L .........................
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The staff of Aerial lift has extensive experience since 1958 in research, engineering and
design of aerial devices. We have an engineer ing stuff member on the ANSI/SIAA92-2, sub.
committee to insure the reliability; quality and
safety of all aerial lifts, that a common goal of
safer, more efficient aerial devices is upheld.
Aerial Lift is constantly striving to provide our
customers w i th the latest in aerial devices and
the best service in the industry. It is our relentless effort in pursuit of these goals that assures
our customers maximized operating economies.
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Aerial Lift Inc is an authon.,.t1
dealer and distributor uf
Greenlee Fairmont
Textron -Fa,nn,,nt iiniI,Lopper'"
For tools,
parts orsemice
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AL-60 0-L -------------------600
706"
AL-50-E14
AL-52-E14 .................... 723"
Al-60/50-E14 ---------------750"
Al45c ........................ o'o
Al-50-C .... -................... 5S'G''
Also available
Aerial Li/is built in
Hydro—Chippers
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Visit our "Online Showroom!"
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www.aerualluft.com
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AERIAL LIFT INC.

40 Years
1958/1998

P 0 Box 66 • 571 Plains Road • Milford Connecticut 06460-0066
Toll Free USA: 1 -E00-446-5438 • CT: 1-800-245-5438
........
Phone: (203) 878-0694 • Fax (203) 878-2549
EMail: aerialinfo@aol.com Website: hffp://www.aerialliftcom
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Made inUSA.
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Please circle 2 on Reader Service Card
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